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Abstract
Mobility challenges as traffic congestion and vehicle accidents receive much attention. To address the issue of traffic congestion, current research suggests implementing cooperative driving
functionality to vehicles. To avoid vehicle accidents related to human driver errors, vehicle automation is believed to increase traffic safety. Both topics are dealt with in the i-CAVE project,
which combines vehicle cooperative driving and self-driving ability. In the context of the i-CAVE
project, several Renault Twizy’s receive sensors, actuators and control platforms to convert them
into vehicles that will be able to drive in either manual mode, or cooperative mode, or autonomous
mode.
To study vehicle behaviour resulting from sensor and actuator faults, a virtual vehicle is developed. The virtual vehicle consists of models for actuators, the vehicle and sensors. Further,
multiple vehicles could be simulated together to study cooperative driving behaviour and path
planning.
To describe the behaviour of the vehicle, a multibody model is developed consisting of subsystems for tyres, suspension, steering system, braking system and driveline. The vehicle chassis
is considered as a rigid body while the suspension has separate bodies for the shock absorber,
lower control arm and wheel carrier. In addition, the steering rack is included and the toe links,
as well as the drive shafts at the rear axle. The multibody model is a detailed representation of
the vehicle, and the inputs are steering angle, hydraulic brake pressure, accelerator pedal position
and gear selector.
To construct the multibody model, the vehicle was subdivided into subsystems which are modelled in Simscape Multibody, a MATLAB Simulink toolbox. The detailed modelling approach
implies that a substantial amount of parameters is required to represent the vehicle well. These
parameters are obtained by performing measurements on vehicle components. Examples of these
measurements are the tyre force and moment testing on the flat plank tyre tester and tyre measurement tower, suspension stiffness and damping measurements on the shock absorber test rig,
the vehicle coordinate measurement using a tactile measurement probe and the measurement of
the vehicle centre of gravity using a hoist and scales. Further, full-scale driving tests are executed
to evaluate the model and adjust parameters that could not be measured directly or to improve
model accuracy. The full-scale driving tests can be subdivided in tests for longitudinal and lateral dynamics as well as combined behaviour. The longitudinal dynamics tests consist of a coast
down test, accelerating and braking in a straight line. The lateral dynamics are evaluated by the
constant radius steady-state cornering test, the ramp steer test, the periodic steering input test
and the step steer test. The combined behaviour is evaluated by the braking in a turn test.
The model has been evaluated by simulating the full-scale driving tests using the logged signals
during the tests for simulation input. The simulation results point out that the model is fairly
accurate in describing the vehicle behaviour under the various test conditions.
Therefore, the developed multibody model is considered to be a suitable representation of the
vehicle dynamics for the purpose of studying sensor and actuator faults, trajectory planning and
cooperative driving.
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Nomenclature
Symbols Chapter 1
δs
steering angle
pb
brake pressure
TPS
accelerator pedal position
Symbols Chapter 2
∆x
distance in x-direction between top mount and wheel carrier mount of shock absorber
∆y
distance in y-direction between top mount and wheel carrier mount of shock absorber
∆z
distance in z-direction between top mount and wheel carrier mount of shock absorber
~a
inertial acceleration
f~
specific force
~g
gravitational acceleration
ax
acceleration in x-direction
ay
acceleration in y-direction
az
acceleration in z-direction
dz
stabilizer bar differential distance between left and right unsprung mass
kr
ride spring stiffness
ks
stabilizer bar stiffness
rii
rotation matrix, components
X
rotation angle of ZXY frame transformation between wheel carrier and strut
Y
rotation angle of ZXY frame transformation between wheel carrier and strut
Z
rotation angle of ZXY frame transformation between wheel carrier and strut
Symbols Chapter 3
ωd
dynamometer speed
ωw
wheel rotation speed
τd
dynamometer torque
τbrake
model brake torque
τmeas
measured brake torque
R
distance from coordinate origin to COG
ri
distance from coordinate origin to component
a
longitudinal distance from COG to front axle
B
Magic Formula factor, slope at origin
b
longitudinal distance from COG to rear axle
C
Magic Formula factor, asymptotic behaviour
co
vehicle coordinate origin
D
Magic Formula factor, peak value
E
Magic Formula factor, peak curvature
fs
hyperbolic tangent scale factor, brake
h
height of COG
Ixx,wheel
wheel moment of inertia around x-axis
Iyy,wheel
wheel moment of inertia around y-axis
Izz,wheel
wheel moment of inertia around z-axis
l
wheelbase of Renault Twizy
m
total vehicle mass
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mi
vehicle component mass
maf
estimated actuator mass above front axle
mar
estimated actuator mass behind rear axle
md
estimated mass additional to driver
mp
passenger weight
mvd
vehicle mass Twizy 0 including dummy driver
qCz1
Magic Formula, self-aligning torque asymptotic behaviour
qEz
Magic Formula, curvature parameter
Rf
loaded tyre radius, front
Rr
loaded tyre radius, rear
u(t)
shock absorber test rig vertical movement
W
total weight of vehicle
WR
wheel load rear axle, tilted vehicle
WF 0
wheel load front axle, level vehicle
WR0
wheel load rear axle, level vehicle
x
Magic Formula, input
y
Magic Formula, output
Symbols Chapter 4
v̇y
linear lateral acceleration
ω
rotatonal velocity on behalf of kinetic energy
ωz
yaw rate
ωem
motor speed
ρair
air density
ax,meas
measured longitudinal acceleration
Ekin
kinetic energy
Fr
rolling resistance force
fr
rolling resistance coefficient
Fmotor
motor force resulting from dynamometer experiment
Fx,loss
resistive forces in longitudinal direction
g
gravitational acceleration
I
moment of inertia of rotating component
igear
gear ration from motor to wheel
Imotor
rotational inertia of motor
isr
steering ratio
Ixx,s
sprung mass moment of inertia around x-axis
Ixx,u
unsprung mass moment of inertia around x-axis
Ixx,v
vehicle mass moment of inertia around x-axis
Iyy,s
sprung mass moment of inertia around y-axis
Iyy,u
unsprung mass moment of inertia around y-axis
Iyy,v
vehicle mass moment of inertia around y-axis
Izz,s
sprung mass moment of inertia around z-axis
Izz,u
unsprung mass moment of inertia around z-axis
Izz,v
vehicle mass moment of inertia around z-axis
K
understeer gradient
klin
driveline viscous losses
mef f
effective mass on behalf of kinetic energy
R
circle radius
r
wheel radius
SCx
vehicle frontal drag area
v
translational velocity on behalf of kinetic energy
vx
forward speed
vwind
wind speed
Symbols Chapter 5
α2 − α1
difference between rear and front tyre side slip angles
viii
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β
vehicle side slip angle
γi
steering arm angle
θc
caster angle
θk
kingpin inclination angle
θ
roll angle
AM
lateral acceleration at tyre grip limit
AR
lateral acceleration at rollover
Fy
lateral tyre force
Fz
vertical tyre force
rs
scrub radius
rack
Ackerman percentage
SR
safety factor against roll over
tm
mechanical trail
tra
track width of the rear axle
Symbols Appendix
ρalu
density of Aluminum
σy
tyre lateral relaxation length
σMz
self-aligning moment relaxation length
AR
tyre aspect ratio
cy
tyre lateral stiffness
CF α
tyre cornering stiffness
CF γ
tyre camber stiffness
CFz
vertical tyre stiffness
CM α
self-aligning stiffness
dρ
change in vertical tyre deflection
dFz
change in vertical tyre force
dx
road length to reach steady state self-aligning moment
Fznom
nominal vertical tyre force
Iyy,belt
tyre belt mass moment of inertia around y-axis
Iyy,brake
wheel brake disk mass moment of inertia around y-axis
Iyy,disk
rim disk mass moment of inertia around y-axis
Iyy,ring
rim ring mass moment of inertia around y-axis
Iyy,wall
tyre wall mass moment of inertia around y-axis
Izz,belt
tyre belt mass moment of inertia around z-axis
Izz,brake
wheel brake disk mass moment of inertia around z-axis
Izz,disk
rim disk mass moment of inertia around z-axis
Izz,ring
rim ring mass moment of inertia around z-axis
Izz,wall
tyre wall mass moment of inertia around z-axis
Mz
self-aligning torque
mbelt
mass of tyre belt
mdisk
mass of disk as part of rim
mrim
mass of wheel rim
mring
mass of ring as part of rim
mtyre
mass of tyre
mwall
mass of tyre wall
Mz,ss
steady state self-aligning moment
Mzr
tyre residual moment
pKy1
normalized maximal cornering stiffness
pKy2
normalized vertical tyre force at maximum cornering stiffness
pKy6
normalized camber stiffness
pKy7
normalized vertical force dependency of camber stiffness
qDz1
normalized peak pneumatic trail
qDz2
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rf
free tyre radius
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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Challenges in transportation

The increased use of automobiles results in traffic congestion because the construction of new roads
does not increase with the same rate [1]. One solution to traffic congestion is cooperative driving.
Here, longitudinal automation controls the forward speed of the vehicle while the driver performs
the steering task[2]. The inter-vehicle distance can be decreased using fast wireless communication
between vehicles. Sensor information and desired acceleration are communicated between vehicles
that can drive more closely together using this information.
In addition to reducing traffic jams, technologies are developed to decrease the number of traffic
accidents. Since 92.6% of vehicle accidents is related to human factors [3], it is believed that fully
automated driving vehicles will decrease traffic accidents [4]. In these vehicles, both longitudinal
and lateral motion is controlled. Autonomous vehicles do not depend on communication with
other traffic, but rely on multiple onboard sensors to move independently [5].
While cooperative driving has the goal to optimize the traffic system, it is limited by the low
level of automation. On the other hand, autonomous vehicles are intended to remove the driving
task from the human driver. Therefore, the automated vehicle needs to be aware of obstacles
and find its way on the road. This individualistic approach does not optimize the traffic system,
because of the limited sensor line of sight and the absence of communication between vehicles.

1.2

i-CAVE project

The integrated Cooperative Automated VEhicles (i-CAVE) research project focuses on the merging
of autonomous and cooperative driving functionalities [6]. In addition, the driver should be flexible
to choose between automated or manual driving. Therefore, human-machine interaction is an
important aspect to consider designing technology for automated driving. Thus, the vehicle should
keep the manual inputs, while having actuators added that control the longitudinal and lateral
motion of the vehicle.
In the i-CAVE project, six specialisms work separately to contribute to the joint physical
implementation of the research, the demonstrator vehicle. The first group works on sensing the
environment and give a meaning to this environment. The second group works on defining the
route through the environment by developing vehicle controllers. These controllers either guide the
individual vehicle through the traffic by path planning or enable the platooning of similar equipped
vehicles. The third group investigates the economic aspects of owning a set of these vehicles. The
goal of the fourth group is to implement communication functionality in RADAR-devices used
for distance sensing. The fifth group designs an intuitive human-machine driving mode transition
interface. Finally, the sixth group works on the integration of the automotive software to the
automation software by investigating the quality of both. Then, the group contributions will be
combined and implemented in the demonstrator vehicle.
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1.3

Test platform

In the i-CAVE research project, the autonomous and cooperative driving functionalities are being
implemented in small, two seater, electric powered city vehicles [7]. These rear wheel drive vehicles
are Renault Twizy’s. Currently, three Renault Twizy’s are present in the AT-lab of the TU
Eindhoven which are numbered in this report by 0, 1 and 2. Twizy 0 is an unmodified vehicle
while Twizy 1 and 2 are being equipped with custom sensors and actuators since the vehicles lack
driver assistance systems. Specifically, Twizy 2 is the revised version of Twizy 1, receiving more
advanced devices. The sensors and actuators in these vehicles are connected to a MATLAB based
real-time control platform. The independent suspension of the vehicles is of the MacPherson type,
consisting of a lower control arm, a suspension strut, a toe link and a stabilizer bar.

Figure 1.1: Partly disassembled test platform, Renault Twizy [7].

1.4

Motivation

In the i-CAVE project, research is conducted on automated vehicles. Automated functionality
is developed and implemented in two Renault Twizy’s. The automated functionality consists of
both autonomous and cooperative driving. The test vehicle is used to demonstrate the research
contributions to the automated functionality. For safety reasons, initial testing of the developed
autonomous and cooperative functionality of the vehicle will not be done on the road, but using
computer simulations. The computer simulation can be used to investigate the effect of actuator
or sensor faults. In addition, the automation of the vehicle is based on control laws derived
from simple vehicle models. This should be tested on more complicated and realistic vehicle
models before applying them to the real vehicle. Testing the controllers using computer models is
more convenient than testing on the real vehicle. For example, traffic accidents are avoided and
simulations are executed faster than experiments. Therefore, it is desired to obtain a high fidelity
vehicle model on which the controllers for the automation can be tested and the sensor faults can
be simulated.

1.5

Objectives

The main objective of this study is to develop a high fidelity vehicle model by creating a multibody
vehicle model. The multibody model as part of the virtual vehicle can be seen in Figure 1.2.
The virtual vehicle consists of models for the actuators, vehicle and sensors. The inputs to the
multibody model are the gear selector position, steering column angle, brake pressure and accelerator pedal position. The outputs of the multibody model are the vehicle states, for example, yaw
rate and lateral acceleration. These vehicle states should accurately describe the vehicle dynamics
resulting from the inputs from the steering system, driveline and brakes.
2
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The user can interact with the virtual vehicle by selecting the gear or move the actuators.
The actuators provide inputs to the model which are steering angle δs , brake pressure pb , and
accelerator pedal position T P S. The virtual vehicle consists of models for the sensors, actuators
and a multibody model representing the vehicle. The outputs of the multibody model are the
vehicle states which are measured by the sensors. The sensor output is fed back to a real-time
platform that controls the actuators in the automated mode. To develop a high fidelity vehicle
model, several research objectives are defined:
• The vehicle suspension, tyres, steering system, braking system and driveline will be modelled.
• Identify the parameters such that the vehicle model represents the Twizy by performing
dedicated measurements.
• Execute full scale driving tests to fit the remaining vehicle parameters and to gain confidence
in the quality of the model.

this thesis
virtual vehicle
user

gear

multibody
model
vehicle
actuators

δs
pb
TPS

state

real-time control platform

sensors

CAN-bus

Figure 1.2: Situating the multibody model in the development of a virtual vehicle. The virtual vehicle
consist of additional models for sensors and actuators.

1.6

Report outline

This report is organized as follows. Chapter 2 starts with a literature review on multibody modelling and continues to explain the structure of the Simscape multibody model that has been created.
Chapter 3 introduces the measurements performed to determine specific vehicle parameters. In
chapter 4, several full-scale driving tests are introduced which are used to fit remaining vehicle
parameters that cannot be measured directly. Chapter 5 presents the basic simulations of vehicle
handling that can be performed using the model. Finally, chapter 6 gives the conclusions and
recommendations.
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Chapter 2

Multibody vehicle model
A virtual vehicle has to be created to test the autonomous functionality that will be developed.
The virtual vehicle consists of models for actuators, sensors and vehicle dynamics. The multibody
system approach was proposed to model the mechanical vehicle part. In this chapter, multibody
modelling is introduced. Multibody modelling is used to automatically derive the equations of
motion, which are required to simulate the virtual vehicle. The vehicle model is assembled using
the Simulink toolbox Simscape Multibody, formerly known as SimMechanics. In Simscape, the
model is build up from subsystems, which enables a modular design. The model is subdivided into
the following subsystems: chassis, suspension, stabilizer bar, steering rack, drive shaft and wheel.

2.1

Literature review

In the context of this thesis, a model is a set of differential equations describing the vehicle
dynamical behaviour. The equations of motion can be derived by hand in the case of relatively
simple problems. For example, in the single track model, the two equations of motion result from
the lateral and yaw degrees of freedom. A single body in 3D can be described by six equations of
motion. Each body in a multibody system has its equations of motion. However, in a multibody
system, the bodies are coupled together. This coupling of bodies results in constraints, because
the motion of one body influences the motion of the connected body. Therefore, in multibody
systems, objects are modelled as a composition of bodies and their joints [8]. The assumption is
that the bodies have mass and volume, but lack flexibility. Therefore, they are called rigid bodies.
The joints between the rigid bodies are assumed to be ideal joints without mass and clearance
[9]. A rigid body can be described in three-dimensional space by spatial and velocity information
[8]. The spatial information consists of the position and the orientation, while the velocity information can be split into the linear velocity and the angular velocity. In the case of high frequent
motion or lightweight structures, the rigid body assumption is not valid anymore [10]. In this case
modelling can be done by using finite elements [11]. The latter is different from multibody systems
in the sense that they often aim at structural analysis versus kinematic and dynamics analysis.
The position of a rigid body is represented by coordinates in a three-dimensional space. The
coordinates of the rigid body are required to set up the equations of motion. There are several
ways to express the coordinates of bodies and joints in the model [10]. A distinction can be made
between independent and dependent coordinates. The independent coordinates have the lowest
number necessary to describe the motion of the system, equal to the number of degrees of freedom,
resulting in a minimal set of equations. The disadvantage of the independent coordinates is that
the equations can be hard to solve and the coordinates difficult to determine. It is easier to express
equations of motion using system independent coordinates, which introduces constraint equations
to relate the coordinates. In addition to the coordinates of the rigid bodies, the external forces and
torques acting on them have to be known [12]. External forces can be separated in non-constraint
and constraint forces. The constraint forces act on the joint that holds articulated bodies together.
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The Euler-Lagrange equations are widely used to derive the equations of motion [13]. Here, the
constraint forces are considered as well as the forces that add or remove energy from the system.
Nowadays, computer programs are being used to set up the equations of motion. The equations
of motion are solved by integrating them over time. To solve the equations of motion for multibody
models, several commercial software packages exist. As of 2004, the most used general multibody
software packages are Adams, DADS, Working Model or SIMPACK [14]. MSC Adams, which is
a widely used multibody tool, has an additional Adams Car product [15]. Adams Car has an
extensive vehicle suspension template library for easy vehicle modelling [16]. LMS Virtual.Lab
Motion, popular for investigating the load of a mechanical system, uses the DADS solver which is
known for its accuracy and stability, is now part of the Simcenter 3D [17]. Working Model changed
from MSC visualNastran to SimWise Motion and is known for the analysis of part interference
and collision response [18]. Using SimWise Motion, CAD-based mechanical models can be easily
imported to Simscape Multibody and connected to Simulink control models [19]. SIMPACK is
suitable for analysing ’stiff’ systems like metal wheel to rail contact and shock contacts, it is able
to investigate high-frequent non-linear phenomena [20].
Several software packages focus on the modelling of vehicle dynamics, these are for example
CarMaker, CarSim and veDYNA [21]. These software packages offer vehicle dynamics models with
various levels of detail and allowing real-time simulation. In addition, extensive models for driver
behaviour, road architecture and traffic environment are available.
In this thesis, to solve the equations of motion, Simscape Multibody is used, which is formerly
known as SimMechanics. Simscape Multibody is a physical modelling tool within Simulink to
model multibody systems. The advantage of Simscape Multibody is that it can be combined
directly with Simulink models for analysis and control. Other software packages often need to
rely on external packages for the implementation of control structures such that co-simulation is
required.
The benefit of the multibody system approach for modelling vehicles is explained. In the
case of modelling autonomous vehicles, describing planar motion for cornering situations is more
meaningful compared to vertical motion because the interest is on the horizontal position on the
road instead of ride comfort. The well known single-track model is effective in representing planar
vehicle motion. Therefore, it is used for control design of the lateral automation. A more realistic
vehicle model is required to validate the controller. In this thesis, this will be a multibody model
because it includes longitudinal as well as lateral load transfer and the resulting wheel orientation
change, wheel rotation and slip, and non-linear tyre dynamics [22]. In a multibody system of the
vehicle, the vehicle body can be represented by a single lumped mass [23]. The suspension of the
vehicle is connected to this rigid body. The suspension components and joints are modelled as they
appear on the vehicle. In contrast to the physical model of the vehicle body and the suspension,
the tyres are modelled using an empirical model [24]. Tyres can also be modelled physically by
using the brush model or finite element modelling. However, these are not appreciated because of
either simplicity or complexity. Finite element modelling of the tyres introduces too many degrees
of freedom, and on the other hand, the brush model is not sufficient to represent the tyre behaviour
well. The tyre properties can be measured in the AT-lab of the TU Eindhoven. The MF-Tyre
model is available and treats the tyre as a single rigid body, which is valid for frequencies below
5 Hz.
A previous study on multibody modelling of a vehicle will be discussed. In this study, SimMechanics is used to model a BMW 318. This vehicle is modelled for research on active dampers
and steer-by-wire [25]. The level of detail is similar to the model described in this thesis. The
BMW model is decomposed in subsystems like chassis, suspension, steering system and drive train.
Some of the vehicle component parameters were obtained while being mounted on the car. It is
recommended to remove the suspension components for more accurate parameter identification.
This is the case for spring, damper and anti-roll bar components. To validate the model, various
driving tests are performed, which are subdivided in tests for the longitudinal, lateral and vertical
dynamics. The longitudinal dynamics tests are accelerating and braking. The lateral dynamics
tests consist of steady-state cornering, sinusoidal steering, J-turn, double lane change and braking
in a turn test. The vertical dynamics are validated by rough road and speed bump measurements.
6
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One of the other results was that the driving tests were not suitable to be used for identification
of moments of inertia. These findings are relevant when similar experiments are performed.
Another study models a Ford Mondeo using Adams [26]. In this study, the vehicle model is
subdivided in body, front and rear suspension, and steering system. The body consists of chassis,
engine, passengers and cargo. The front suspension is a MacPherson suspension and the rear
suspension is a quadralink suspension. Both front and rear suspension are mounted to a subframe
which is connected to the chassis. Instead of kinematic joints, bushings are used to introduce
compliance in the suspension. The steering system is modelled in great detail to predict the
steering torque non-linearity which is required for test driver evaluation. The model is validated
using various driving tests among which are a constant radius test, and a frequency response
test as well as several tests evaluating the steering system. This study develops a more detailed
multibody model as in this thesis, suspension compliance is taken into account and the steering
system is modelled in detail. This level of detail is not required when only the dynamic response
of the vehicle is investigated.
A student formula racing car is modelled using Simscape Multibody [27]. The vehicle model
contains subsystems for chassis, suspension and tyres. In this model, compliance is not considered
and only friction of the wheel bearings is included, the joints are kinematic similar to the model
in this thesis. The bodies of the suspension linkages and the vehicle body are imported from
CAD. The tyres are included using the Magic Formula Delft-Tyre model which is extended with
temperature effects. The vehicle model is validated by a skidpad run and a full-lap manoeuvre. The
skidpad test investigates the lateral steady-state behaviour of the vehicle. The full-lap manoeuvre
consists of one lap of the circuit to evaluate the transient behaviour of the vehicle. The measured
signals are longitudinal and lateral acceleration, and yaw rate as well. In addition, the longitudinal
velocity and wheel rotational velocities are measured. The Root Mean Square Error and the
absolute error are calculated to quantify the validity of the model. One of the conclusions is that
the roll stiffness of the model has to be lowered because the chassis is modelled as a rigid body,
resulting in a higher yaw rate in the simulation compared to the measurement. It seems that this
study performs a limited amount of driving tests to validate the model compared to other studies.
Another formula student car is modelled using SimMechanics [28]. The model setup is similar to the other formula car but does not consider tyre temperature effects, while the in-wheel
electric motors and aerodynamics devices are modelled. To validate the model, coast down tests,
accelerating and braking tests and skidpad tests are performed. It is concluded that the steadystate lateral behaviour of the model matches the measurement but the transient behaviour is less
accurate represented by the model. The errors during transient behaviour of the simulation can
be due to incorrect parameter values for damper characteristics, inertia, spring forces and tyre
parameters.

2.2

Simscape model

The vehicle model coordinate system is defined according to the ISO 8855 standard and can
be seen in Figure 2.1. The origin of the vehicle coordinate system is situated in the centre of
the front axle, at ground level. Here, the x -axis is in the forward driving direction, parallel to
vehicle longitudinal plane of symmetry. The y-axis is perpendicular to the longitudinal plane of
symmetry of the vehicle. The z -axis is pointing upwards and normal to the road. The coordinates
of the relevant vehicle parts are determined by a tactile measurement probe and are described in
appendix A.
The inputs to the model are similar to the real Twizy, namely the steering angle, the gear
selector, the accelerator pedal position and the brake pressure. The inputs are inferred from the
driver interaction with the vehicle. In addition, these are required for the vehicle control model
which is shown in Figure 1.2.
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X
Z
Y

Y

Figure 2.1: Coordinate system used in modelling of the Renault Twizy. The origin of the coordinate
system is located between the front wheel centres at ground level.

2.2.1

Multibody Library

To facilitate a modular design of the vehicle model, the vehicle subsystems are organized in a
library. This allows the modelling of multiple vehicles having different parameters and reduces the
chances of faults. When one block is modified in the library, the library blocks in the models are
also updated. The library contains the subsystems for suspension, steering rack, stabilizer bar,
drive shaft, wheels and chassis. Each subsystem block is masked to hide the block content and
prevent modification. The mask of the subsystem provides the interface to the block and enables
to differentiate between the left and right side of the vehicle for example. In each subsystem
interface, the specific vehicle parameter struct is entered to make the parameters available to the
underlying Simulink blocks. The complete assembly of the vehicle model can be schematically
seen in Figure 2.2. Here, the subsystem has both front to rear and left to right symmetry which is
shown by the similar coloured blocks. The lines between the blocks denote the physical connection
between the subsystems. The solid lines mean that the subsystems are connected to the vehicle
body and the dashed lines mean that the subsystems are not rigidly connected.

stabilizer bar
steering rack
suspension
drive shaft
chassis
wheel

Figure 2.2: Layout of the multibody model represented by user-defined subsystems. The physical
connection between the subsystem is shown by the lines. The solid lines mean a connection to the
chassis and the dashed lines mean the subsystems are not rigidly connected.
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Chassis
The vehicle chassis subsystem is connected to the world frame by a six degree of freedom joint,
such that the chassis can move freely with respect to the inertial reference frame. The chassis
subsystem contains the body inertia properties of mass and moments of inertia. The unsprung
mass and moment of inertia have a contribution to the total vehicle inertia properties. Therefore,
these are subtracted from the total vehicle mass and moments of inertia to obtain the chassis
mass. The inertia properties are specified at the vehicle centre of gravity (COG). The mass at
the COG is the sprung mass including the mass of the occupants. The sprung mass is the loaded
vehicle mass minus the unsprung masses and the steering rack mass.
The vehicle body aerodynamic drag force is modelled by a force actuator in the x -direction at
the estimated centre of the frontal area, which equals half the vehicle height in the middle of the
front axle. The drag force has a linear and quadratic component with velocity.
The model inputs requires conversions to act on the model joints. The steering angle is converted from angle to steering rack displacement. The brake pressure is converted to brake torque
and split between front and rear axle. Separate look-up tables for front and rear brake torque represent the brake force distribution. The motor speed and accelerator pedal position are required
to calculate the motor torque resulting from the motor look-up table.
Suspension
The design of the front suspension of the Twizy is very similar to the rear suspension, but they
are not identical because of the implementation of the drive shaft to the wheel carrier at the rear
axle. Because of this similarity, only one subsystem for the suspension is included in the library.
The correct parameters for each suspension corner are selected at the subsystem interface. The
suspension of one corner consists of a lower control arm, an upright and a toe link, as can be
seen in Figure 2.3 which excludes the toe link. A stabilizer bar connects both left and right lower
control arms. The upright contains the wheel carrier and the shock absorber and coil spring. The
lower control arm is modelled as a rigid body with a mass property. The mass of the lower control
arm is found in a parts list of the Renault Twizy [29]. The lower control arm is mounted to the
chassis by rubber bushes. These bushes can be approximated by spherical joints [23], however,
these two spherical joints remove six degrees of freedom from the lower control arm. This solution
overconstrains the model because one degree of freedom should be left for the lower control arm.
Therefore, a single revolute joint (R) is a suitable solution because the forces in the bushes are of
no interest.
The lower control arm is mounted to the wheel carrier via a lower ball joint, which is represented
in the model by a spherical joint (S). In addition to the lower ball joint, the wheel carrier has
connections to the shock absorber and the toe link. The shock absorber is connected to the wheel
carrier by means of frame rotation (F) to account for the orientation of the shock, and to guide the
rotation axis of the wheel revolute joint in the horizontal direction. The frame rotation sequence
is ZXY from damper bottom to upright mounting. The transformation is expressed by
Z = arctan(∆x/∆y)

p 2
∆x + ∆y 2
sign(∆y)
X = arctan
∆z

(2.1)

Y = 0.
Here, ∆x, ∆y and ∆z are the differences in coordinates between the chassis top-mount (S) and
suspension strut frame (F) respectively. The results are the angles Z, X and Y in degrees. This
transformation is responsible for the orientation of the dampers on all four corners of the car,
which are all different with respect to the upright. The shock absorber travel axis is tilted with
respect to the wheel rotation axis and is expressed by the frame rotation.
On the side of the chassis, the shock absorber and coil spring are connected by a spherical
joint (S) representing the rubber bush. The travel of the shock absorber and spring is modelled
Development and validation of a multibody model of a Renault Twizy
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S = spherical joint
P = prismatic joint

S

F = frame rotation
R = revolute joint

m

m = rigid body
position
P
force

m
suspension strut

F
S
m
R

R
m
S

wheel carrier

lower control arm

Figure 2.3: Suspension corner of the Renault Twizy (left) consists of lower control arm (grey), wheel
carrier (blue), shock absorber (orange) and ride spring (yellow). Schematic representation of the
suspension corner indicates the joints and bodies (right).

by a prismatic joint (P). The position and the velocity of the prismatic joint determine the force
of the spring and damper respectively instead of a linear spring and damper. Further, the toe link
is attached to the wheel carrier by a spherical joint (S) similar to the lower ball joint. Finally, the
wheel carrier has a revolute joint (R) allowing the wheel to rotate.
Stabilizer bar
The stabilizer bar is an additional spring, which increases the vehicle roll stiffness without affecting
the vertical stiffness [16]. The ride springs act on the individual wheel travel, while the stabilizer
bar act on the difference in vertical wheel travel of left and right wheels. The stabilizer bar
connects the left and right lower control arms, as can be seen in Figure 2.4, to reduce the vehicle
body roll. The arms of the stabilizer bar are attached to the lower control arm by means of a
small link and the centre section of the stabilizer bar is mounted to the chassis by rubber bushes.
lower control arm

stabilizer bar

= chassis hard point
= lower ball joint

Figure 2.4: Top view (left) and front view (right) of lower control arms and stabilizer bar. They are
connected to the chassis at the suspension hard points (cross) and the lower control arms are connected
to the wheel carrier by the lower ball joint (circle).
In normal driving conditions, the ride spring travel is only several centimetres and the lower
control arms are oriented almost horizontally with respect to the vehicle body. Therefore, the
10
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force transmitted by the stabilizer bar is in the vertical direction. Thus, the bar is modelled as a
spring, acting in the vertical direction on the differential spring travel of the left and right wheel.
This can be seen on the left side of Figure 2.5. Here, the vehicle body is represented by the sprung
mass which is connected to the unsprung mass by the ride spring with stiffness kr . The left and
right unsprung masses are connected by the stabilizer bar with stiffness ks . The stabilizer bar
will act when there is a height difference dz between the left and right unsprung masses. In the
lower control arm
sprung mass
S
m

kr

kr
ks

S
m

position

P

P
force

m

dz

R

unsprung mass

m
R

chassis

Figure 2.5: Model of the stabilizer bar as a vertical spring with stiffness ks acting on the vertical
deflection dz (left). Implementation in the multibody model (right), showing the joints: rectangular
(R), prismatic (P), spherical (S) and the small mass element (m). The differential position of the
prismatic joints is measured and multiplied with the stabilizer bar stiffness resulting in a force acting
at the prismatic joints.
model, the height difference between left and right lower control arms is determined with respect
to the chassis. The implementation can be seen on the right side of Figure 2.5. The difference
is measured by prismatic joints which are connected to the lower control arm. This connection
comprises a spherical joint and two dummy bodies with low mass. These bodies are used in
between the spherical joint, the prismatic joint and the rectangular joint since Simscape does not
allow a direct connection between the joints. The prismatic joint is attached to the chassis origin
by means of a rectangular joint. The rectangular joint has two translational degrees of freedom
and allows the prismatic joint to move in the x,y plane. Next, the difference in vertical deflection
is calculated and multiplied by the spring stiffness of the stabilizer bar. The resulting force, with
an opposite sign for left and right, is applied to the prismatic joints. The downside is that the low
mass body connected to high forces increases the numerical stiffness of the model such that the
computation time increases, which is not good for fixed step real time evaluation.
Steering rack
The steering rack is modelled separately because it connects the left and right uprights in a similar
way as the stabilizer bar. The steering rack is modelled as a body attached to the chassis by a
prismatic joint with a lateral degree of freedom. This can be seen in Figure 2.6. The steering
input is converted from steering angle to lateral displacement of the steering rack and a prescribed
motion of the prismatic joint. The toe links are attached to the steering rack by means of spherical
joints representing inner toe link ball joints. Because of the front-rear suspension similarity, the
wheel carrier

S

toe link

S

rack

S

toe link

S

wheel carrier

P
chassis

prescribed motion or force

Figure 2.6: Diagram of the steering rack which is connected to the chassis by a prismatic joint (P)
allowing lateral displacement. The toe links are connected by spherical joints (S) to the rack and the
carrier.
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rear toe links are attached to a steering rack as well. The motion input of this rear steering rack
is set to zero, because the toe link inner ball joints are mounted to the chassis.
Drive shaft and driveline
The driveline of the Twizy consists of an electric motor, a reduction gear and driveshafts to both
of the rear wheels. Since the Twizy contains a gearbox with only a fixed reduction gear, selection
between the gear modes drive, neutral and reverse is purely electrical. In the model, the gear
selection allows forward driving, coasting or rearward driving. Forward driving and rearward
driving is facilitated by a torque which is delivered to the wheels. The torque is computed either
by a motor mapping or cruise control. The motor mapping uses inputs of accelerator pedal
chassis
angular velocity

R

m

P

m C m

C

wheel centre

torque

Figure 2.7: Diagram of the drive shaft which is connected between the chassis and the wheel centres
of both rear wheels using a prismatic joint (P), constant velocity joints (C) and bodies (m). The drive
torque is actuated at the revolute joint (R).
position and motor speed to calculate the torque. On the other hand, cruise control compares the
measured forward velocity with the current velocity of the model. Then, a proportional gain and
an integrator gain determine the required torque, which is limited to the maximum motor torque
as specified for the Renault Twizy.
In the vehicle, the drive shaft delivers the torque from the electric motor to the rear wheels.
In the model, the calculated torque is applied at the revolute joint (R) which attaches the drive
shaft to the chassis which is shown in Figure 2.7. In between the revolute joint and the prismatic
joint (P), a body (m) represents half of the motor inertia multiplied with the square of the gear
reduction. The prismatic joint allows lateral movement of the centre section which is required
for the suspension travel of the wheel. The centre section of the drive shaft, with a body (m) is
connected on each side with a constant velocity joint (C).
Alternatively, omitting the drive shaft, the motor torque could be actuated at the wheel revolute
joint, similar to the brake torque [25]. However, in this case, a moment is applied to the upright
and the anti-squat effect is incorrectly modelled resulting in suspension travel during acceleration.
Wheels
The tyres are modelled by the tyre blocks from the TASS Delft-Tyre library. The interface
between the tyre model and the multibody model can be seen in Figure 2.8 [30]. The operating
mode of the tyre model defines the level of detail evaluating the Magic Formula. Here, symmetric
tyre characteristics are selected to enable symmetric behaviour of the vehicle. Further, the tyre
is modelled as a single vertical spring connected between the road and the wheel centre since
enveloping effects are not considered. This is sufficient for a flat road without obstacles. In
addition, linear tyre relaxation is included as well as the slip forces which are the combined slip
forces and moments without turnslip.
The tyre blocks require the road data file (RDF) and the tyre property file (TPF). The road
data file used in this simulation is the flat road because the focus is on the handling of the vehicle
and not on ride. The tyre property file is composed of parameters resulting from analyzing tyre
measurement data. The parameters are used to calculate the tyre forces and moments using the
Magic Formula.

2.2.2

Gravitational correction of simulation output signals

To measure accelerations and angular velocities, the vehicle is equipped with an inertial measurement unit (IMU). The IMU measures acceleration in three dimensions and in addition, it measures
12
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MBS package
operating mode

TPF

tyre model

RDF

road model

Figure 2.8: The TNO tyre model communicates with Simscape multibody. The tyre model requires
a tyre property file (TPF) and communication with the road model and the road data file (RDF) [30].
roll rate and yaw rate. The location of the IMU sensor is measured and the sensor in the model
has the same location. Therefore, it is not required to transform both signals to the COG.
In the model, a transform sensor block is representing the IMU. The sensor block is connected
with the base frame to the world frame and with the follower frame connected to the vehicle
chassis. In this block, the measurement frame is a non-rotating follower frame, or an inertial
frame measuring relative accelerations or inertial forces. In the vehicle, the inertial forces and
gravitational forces act both and the accelerometer output is the difference between inertial and
gravitational acceleration which is the specific force
f~ = ~a − ~g ,

(2.2)

where f~ is the specific force with units of m/s2 similar to those of the gravitational acceleration ~g
= - 9.81 m/s2 and the inertial acceleration ~a [31]. The IMU measures accelerations and angular
velocity with respect to the vehicle body frame. Therefore, body pitch or body roll of the vehicle
results in a gravitational component being added to the measurement of the accelerations. The
gravitational acceleration component is added to the model sensor output by taking into account
the orientation of the vehicle. The orientation of the body with respect to the world is given by
a rotation matrix. The gravitational component should be expressed in the frame of the vehicle
which requires the transpose of the rotation matrix. Therefore, the gravitational acceleration is
multiplied with the transpose of the rotation matrix and added to the measured accelerations,
 
 

ax
ax
rxx
ay 
=  ay 
− ryx
az accelerometer
az model
rzx

rxy
ryy
rzy

T
rxz
ryz 
rzz

 
0
0 ,
g

(2.3)

where the components ax , ay and az are the accelerations along the x -, y- and z -axes. With this
update, the output of az is 9.81 m/s2 when the vehicle is standing still, which expresses the normal
force applied at the accelerometer. When the vehicle is simulated in free fall, the output of the
accelerometer is almost zero. The components of the rotation matrix, rii , express the rotations
along the roll, pitch and yaw angles of the vehicle body.
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Component identification
In the previous chapter, the multibody model is introduced. In this chapter, model parameters
are identified. These parameters are gathered by performing specific tests. Firstly, the geometry
of the vehicle is determined using a tactile measurement probe. Determining the geometry of the
vehicle means measuring the coordinates of the suspension hard points and wheel centres. After
the coordinate measurement, the COG of the vehicle is determined as well as the mass using
scales. Next, several vehicle parts are removed from the vehicle and its parameters are determined
separately. The parts that are removed from the vehicle for measurements are tyres, ride springs,
shock absorbers and stabilizer bars. Finally, measurements were executed using the dynamometer.
The dynamometer is used to determine the motor and brake map.

3.1

Coordinates

The geometry of the vehicle is obtained by measuring the coordinates of the wheels, suspension,
steering and driveline. The coordinate measurement is important to represent well the relative
wheel motion with respect to the chassis [32]. It defines the size of the bodies in the model and
the distance between the joints connecting them. The coordinates are determined indirectly by
using a FARO arm, which is a tactile measurement probe. The measurement is indirect because
the joints occupy a volume and are often protected by a seal making it difficult to reach the
centre with the probe. The approach of the measurements probe relies on the post-processing of a
measurement cloud of locations. A geometric shape is fitted through the point cloud like a circle
or cylinder. The intersection point of the geometric shapes determines the exact location of the
joint. The processed data result in left to right asymmetry of the coordinates, which is undesired
for the model. The asymmetry is 4 mm maximal. Therefore, it is assumed that the vehicle is
symmetric in the longitudinal plane. Hence, the coordinates of the left and right side of the vehicle
are averaged. Coordinates and details of the measurement can be found in appendix A.

3.2

Inertia properties

The inertia properties of the vehicle are the mass and the mass moments of inertia. The mass is
assumed to be concentrated at the COG and the moments of inertia are also expressed with respect
to the COG. To find the inertia properties, the corner weight method is used which includes the
use of scales. The mass of the vehicle, including two occupants, is 708 kg and the empty vehicle
weight is 533.5 kg including the retrofitted automated driving features.
Knowledge of the location of the COG is important because vertical tyre force affects tyre
cornering behaviour [32]. Vertical tyre force will change during acceleration, deceleration or cornering. Load transfer is influenced by the height of the COG. Since longitudinal symmetry of the
vehicle is assumed, the lateral location of the COG is assumed to be in the plane of symmetry.
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Figure 3.1: Measurement of vehicle COG height by raising the front axle using a hoist and support
the rear axle by scales (left). Schematic representation of the measurement (right).

The longitudinal position of the vehicle COG is determined by using scales under each wheel
[33]. The longitudinal distance from wheel centre to the COG can be calculated by the moment
around the rear axle
WF0
b=
l,
(3.1)
W
where WF0 is the wheel load of the front axle, l is the wheelbase of the vehicle, b is the longitudinal
distance from the wheel centre of the rear axle to the COG and W is the total weight of the
vehicle. In a similar way, the longitudinal distance from the front wheel centre to the COG a
can be calculated by using the wheel load of the rear axle. During load transfer, vertical tyre
forces change and moment arms change as well due to the reorientation of the vehicle body. Load
transfer results from an acceleration of the COG. Moreover, in a static situation, load transfer
can be induced by tilting the vehicle. Load transfer of the tilted vehicle is performed by raising
one axle and measuring the wheel load of the other axle by scales. In the left hand of Figure 3.1,
the measurement setup can be seen and in the right hand, a diagram shows the relevant variables
to determine the height of the COG. The height of the COG can be calculated by combining the
measurements from the level vehicle and the tilted vehicle. The combined measurement result is
the weight difference at the measured axle as a result of the tilted angle. The difference is
∆W =

WR − WR0
,
W

(3.2)

where W is the total mass, WR is the measured weight of the rear axle in the tilted situation
and WR0 is the wheel load in the level situation of the vehicle. Another aspect to include in the
calculation is the possible difference between the front and rear tyre radii, which is the case for
the Renault Twizy. Considering these, the height of the vehicle COG can be calculated by
h=

WR0 (RR − RF )
l∆W
+
+ RF ,
tan θ
W

(3.3)

where h is the distance between the ground plane and the COG, WR0 is the rear axle wheel load
at level condition and W is the total vehicle weight [33]. The difference in wheel radii between
the front and rear wheels is accounted for by Rf and Rr , which are the respective loaded wheel
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radii, measured in the horizontal vehicle position. In (3.3), the loaded wheel radii are used from
the coordinate measurement on the Twizy. Finally, l is the wheelbase of the vehicle. This formula
is based on measuring the rear axle while raising the front axle. When the rear axle is raised, WR0
is swapped with WF0 , the order of RF and RR in the second term is changed and in the third
term, RF is replaced by RR .
For the COG height measurement, the unmodified Twizy 0 is used without mud flaps and
the mass is 485.5 kg. To represent the driver, sandbags are placed on the driver’s seat such that
the total mass becomes 569 kg and the dummy driver mass is 83.5 kg. The vertical location of
the COG is determined by raising either front or rear end of the vehicle using an overhead hoist
and straps fastened at the rims. The other side of the vehicle is supported by the scales. The
pitch angle is measured by placing a digital precision level on the roof of the car which is assumed
to be rigid. The suspension motion is not locked up by installing rigid dummy shock absorbers
during the measurement, which is recommended to keep the car at ride height [32]. However,
the error introduced by keeping the original suspension is expected to be small [33]. Since the
Renault Twizy has a relatively low mass and the expected COG will be low, the tilt angle should
be increased above 45 degrees [26]. This is possible because fluids like petrol are absent in this
battery electric vehicle. The results of the measurement can be seen in Figure 3.2, where the
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Figure 3.2: Measurement data (circle) of axle load change during vehicle tilting result in the calculation
of the COG height for either raising the front (black) or rear axle (red). The average result is given by
the dashed line and the excluded data is represented by the crosses.
black circles result from raising the front axle and measuring the rear axle weight. Further, the
red circles are the calculated heights of the COG by raising the rear axle and measuring the
front axle wheel load. Below 15 deg, the wheel scale method has low sensitivity, and the data is
excluded, which is represented by the crosses [33]. The average result is 0.4602 m for raising the
front axle and 0.4630 m for raising the rear axle which is represented in Figure 3.2 by the dashed
lines. The average result is rounded to 0.46 m since mm accuracy is not expected. The resulting
coordinates for the COG are [-0.96 0 0.46] m in the case of the loaded and unmodified Twizy 0
with a mass of 569 kg.
Loading the Twizy 2 with two occupants, the mass is 708 kg and the x-coordinate of the cog is
-1.0 m. Now, the suspension will deflect under the added load, but the occupants will contribute
to an increase in height of the COG. A single seating person of 74.3 kg has a COG which is 0.225
m horizontally from the back of the seat xsbk and 0.244 m vertically from the seat bottom zsbm ,
[34] [35]. The coordinates of the single seating person can be translated into vehicle coordinates.
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maf = actuator mass (23 kg)
maf

mvd = vehicle mass + dummy driver (569 kg)
mar

mvd
zsbm

mar = actuator mass (15 kg)

mp xsbk

md xsbk

zsbm

md = person mass (16 kg)
mp = person mass (85 kg)
co = coordinate origin
zsbm = distance to seat bottom

co

xsbk = distance to seat back

Figure 3.3: Calculate the COG by adding load to the vehicle.

In addition, the added mass of the actuators is expected to be 38 kg, considering the empty weight
of Twizy 2, 533.5 kg and the empty weight of the unmodified Twizy 0, 495.5 kg. In Figure 3.3, the
following weight distribution is considered, an actuator mass maf of 23 kg above the front axle,
an extra driver weight md of 16 kg, the vehicle mass mvd of 569 kg including the dummy driver,
the passenger weight mp of 85 kg at the back seat and an additional component mass mar of 15
kg behind the back seat. The coordinates of the combined COG can be calculated by
R=

n
1 X
mi ri .
mvl i=1

(3.4)

Here, R is the distance from the coordinate origin co to the COG, m is the total vehicle mass, mi
is the component mass and ri is the component distance. The result of the calculation is [-1.0 0
0.51] m for the location of COG of the loaded Twizy 2. Here, suspension deflection is neglected.
Now that the vehicle mass and COG are known, the moments of inertia around the roll, pitch
and yaw axes can be determined. The moments of inertia can be determined using pendulum
tests. However, a pendulum test setup was not present and would be time-consuming to produce.
Alternatively, the moments of inertia can be found using the rules of thumb based on the NHTSA
database, [36] [37].

3.3

Steering system

The steering system is responsible for the yaw movement of the vehicle, and is influenced by the
steering geometry [38]. The measured steering geometry (circle) of left (blue) and right (red)
front wheels can be seen in Figure 3.4 which is verified by the simulation (solid line). During the
coordinate measurement, the steering geometry is determined implicitly. The steering geometry is
defined by the locations of the strut top mount, the lower arm ball joint and the wheel centre [32].
The location of the inner and outer tie rod ball joints define the Ackerman steering. Ackerman
steering results in different front wheel steer angles while parallel steering produces equal front
wheel steer angles. Because of the track width, the inner front wheel runs on a lower radius circle
while the outside front wheel is on a larger radius circle [39]. The Ackerman steering is 100% if all
wheels have a common instant centre of rotation. The Ackerman steering is less than 100% if the
instant centre of rotation of the front wheels is behind a line parallel to rear axle. With parallel
steering, no common instant centre of rotation of the front wheels exist.
The steering ratio is the reduction of the hand wheel angle input to the road wheel angle
output. The steering ratio is determined by measuring both hand wheel angle and road wheel
angle for a lock to lock steer input. The steer wheel angle is measured by the steer angle sensor
and the road wheel angles of both left and right front wheel are measured by putting the wheels
on turn plates. The average steering ratio equals 14.02.
In the model, the steering system omits the steering column and steering wheel. The actual
steer input is a lateral displacement of the steering rack. However, the required steer input is in
radians, which is converted to lateral displacement by the steering gear. The conversion factor is
18
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Figure 3.4: Steering geometry, measurement (circles) and model (line). Left wheel in blue and right
wheel in red.
determined by the slope in the lateral displacement of the steering rack and the steering angle.
The conversion factor is the radius of the pinion in the steering rack which equals 0.0056 m.
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3.4

Wheels

In the model, the tyres are modelled by the Delft-Tyre blocks. The Delft-Tyre block requires a
tyre property file. The tyre property file contains parameters of the Magic Formula [36]. The
Magic Formula fits a curve to the tyre measurement data. The tyre measurement data results
from force and moment testing on flat plank and dynamometer.

3.4.1

Wheel geometry

The wheels were aligned at a Profile tyre centre by adjusting the toe angles. These were set to
zero when the mass of the vehicle was 450 kg. This setup of the vehicle is equal to that of the
coordinate measurement, which means that the toe setting of the wheel is implemented in the
model implicitly. The camber angles were quite different for each wheel, ranging from -0.45 deg
at the front left to 0.25 deg at the rear right. Both toe and camber angles were not considered as
a parameter in the model. The calculation of the moments of inertia of the wheel can be found
in Appendix C. The results can be found in Table 3.1 where Ixx,wheel is equal to Izz,wheel and
Iyy,wheel is the moment of inertia around the wheel rotation axis.
Table 3.1: Calculated moments of inertia of the front and rear wheel. The wheel inertia includes the
tyre, rim and brake disc where Ixx,wheel is equal to Izz,wheel .
Ixx,wheel [kgm2 ]
Iyy,wheel [kgm2 ]

3.4.2

Front
0.1970
0.3479

Rear
0.2623
0.4665

Flat Plank

To identify the tyre characteristics, the tyres were tested on a flat plank tyre tester which is lowvelocity tyre test rig [36]. The flat plank can be used to determine the relaxation length of the
tyre [40]. The relaxation length is the delay in lateral force response of the tyre to a step in side
slip angle. The relaxation length is the distance the tyre travels reaching 63.2% of steady-state
lateral force [41]. The cornering and self-aligning stiffness of the tyre can be determined as well.
Another measurement is the camber stiffness. Similar to the lateral force generated by a side
slip angle, the camber angle or inclination angle of the tyre is responsible for a lateral force. The
contribution of the camber stiffness to the lateral force is much smaller compared to the cornering
stiffness [41]. The camber stiffness measurement includes tilting and moving the plank and the
steady-state force builds up over a distance similar to the relaxation length of the cornering force.
In addition to the lateral force measurements, the vertical stiffness is determined as well by
measuring the loaded tyre radius and vertical force. Subtracting the loaded tyre radius from the
unloaded tyre radius results in the tyre deflection which is used to determine the linear part of the
vertical stiffness. Table 3.2 shows the flat plank tyre measurement results which were summarized
above for both front and rear tyres of the Renault Twizy.

3.4.3

Tyre measurement tower on dynamometer

Pure side slip tyre measurements were executed using the tyre measurement tower resulting in
two separate data sets. Here, the wheel is rolling on a drum allowing a wide range of velocities
similar to a vehicle driving situation. The circular shape of the drum changes the contact patch
of the tyre with respect to a flat road. Non-linear lateral forces can be generated by introducing
a side slip with respect to the rotating drum. The side slip angle at a measurement speed of 60
km/h is limited to 9 deg to reduce tyre wear [40]. A disadvantage of this limited steering angle is
the absence of a clear peak in the lateral force. In addition, tyre temperature and steering speed
influence the results. Especially, the determination of the lateral friction coefficient is affected.
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Table 3.2: Overview of Renault Twizy front and rear tyre characteristics as determined by measurements on the flat plank [40].

Tyre dimensions
Free tyre radius [m]
Vertical stiffness [N/m]
Inflation pressure [bar]
Vertical force [N]
Loaded tyre radius [m]
Cornering stiffness [N/rad]
Relaxation length [m]
Camber stiffness [N/rad]
Self-aligning stiffness [Nm/rad]
Pneumatic trail [m]

Front
125/80R13
0.267
107400
2.3
637
1275
1912
0.261 0.256 0.251
10200 16800 20400
0.18
0.20
0.23
0
620
1100
114
300
474
0.011 0.018 0.023

Rear
145/80R13
0.281
98800
2.0
917
1834
2751
0.273 0.265 0.259
16600 27600 31900
0.26
0.39
0.43
750
1500
2010
253
762
1090
0.015 0.028 0.034

The main contribution of the tyre tower measurement is that the data allows fitting of the
Magic Formula to the curves of the lateral force and the self-aligning moment. The temperature
effects introduce asymmetry to the measurement data. Asymmetry and offsets are removed during
the fitting process to enhance the symmetry of the vehicle model. Since the tyre measurement
tower does not facilitate velocity differences between wheel and drum, it is not possible to perform
kappa sweep or combined slip measurements. Therefore, longitudinal force coefficients are based
on theory and observed empirical trends.

3.4.4

Results of the tyre measurements

The main results of the tyre measurements are presented in this section, while more details can be
found in appendix D. An important result is the fitting of the Magic Formula coefficients to the
alpha sweep measurement. The curve fitting is done by a MATLAB optimization tool resulting in
a complete set of coefficients. In the optimization tool, the following formula is fitted to the data
which is presented in general form derived from Pacejka
y = D sin[C arctan Bx − E(Bx − arctan Bx)],

(3.5)

where in the case of the alpha sweep measurement, the input x is the side slip angle and the
output y is the lateral force. The factor D is the peak value determined by the friction coefficient.
The factor C determines the asymptotic behaviour of the curve for large slip angles. Finally, the
factors B and E control the slope at the origin and the curvature at the peak respectively. Since
the dynamometer measurements exclude camber measurements, coefficients depending on camber
are left out from the fitting process. In addition, the tyre asymmetry is removed because it is
desired to have symmetric tyre characteristics since the vehicle model is designed to be symmetric
as well. For the fitting process, the second measurement set is used because only the rear lateral
force is useful from the measurement results of the first set. After fitting the data, the results
from the separate cornering stiffness and camber stiffness calculation are implemented which can
be found in appendix D.
The measurement results and the fitted model of the tyre alpha sweep can be seen in Figure
3.5. This figure is subdivided into four parts, the left part of the figure is presenting the results
for the front tyre, and the right half of the figure shows the rear tyre. Further, in the top figure,
the lateral force as a function of the side slip angle can be seen and at the bottom the self-aligning
moment. What cannot be seen in this figure, is that the vertical force decreases for higher slip
angles. In addition, the quality of the measurement data is much better for the lateral force
compared to the self-aligning moment. Due to limitations of the setup, the rear tyre vertical
force cannot be increased to 2751 N. Another aspect that cannot be inferred from the model is
the tyre temperature dependency of the results. During the measurements, the tyre temperature
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Figure 3.5: Measurement results of alpha sweep on dynamometer (black) reproduced by the model
(red) as a product of the Magic Formula fitting process. The peak vertical forces of the front measurement set are 631, 1329, 2035 and for the rear measurement set 908, 1316, 1868, 2118 [N] at zero
side slip angle.

increases for larger slip angles. The results give an average view of the tyre properties, because,
as a function of vertical load and side slip angle, the lateral force and the self-aligning torque can
be determined.
Regarding the self-aligning moment, the residual moment is removed after the fitting process.
Self-aligning stiffness parameters result from fitting measurement set 2 since measurement set 1
data was corrupted with regard to the self-aligning moment. In the brush model, asymptotic
behaviour of the self-aligning torque goes to zero because the pneumatic trail vanishes. Therefore,
in the fitting process, the coefficient qCz1 is bounded to force asymptotic self-aligning torque to
zero. Another feature of the brush model is that the side slip angle at the peak of the lateral force
is equal to were the pneumatic trail goes to zero. However, this is not the case in the model because
the zero crossing is delayed. This could be changed by tuning the qEz curvature parameters but
these also influence many other aspects which makes it very complex. Therefore, the main feature
to capture here is the asymptotic behaviour.

3.5

Suspension stiffness and damping

Although the focus of this thesis is not on the vertical dynamics, the ride springs and shock
absorbers are analysed, because they influence the lateral dynamics as well. The ride springs
and stabilizer bar contribute to the roll stiffness and the shock absorbers are responsible for the
roll damping. The ride springs, shock absorbers and stabilizer bars have been removed from the
vehicle to determine the spring stiffness and damping coefficients. The spring and damper forces
of the suspension strut are measured on the damper test rig and the stabilizer bar vertical force
as a function of deflection is determined by a separate device [42]. In the damper test rig, the top
of the damper assembly is fixed to the rig and the bottom is attached to a piston, which is able to
move up and down as can be seen in Figure 3.6, here, the vertical movement is denoted by u(t).
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The damper test rig has both a force sensor and a position sensor.

u(t)
Figure 3.6: Diagram of damper test rig with spring and damper which is rigidly mounted at the top
and able to move vertically at the bottom with deflection u(t).

3.5.1

Ride spring

Together with the shock absorber, the ride spring forms the suspension strut. The complete strut
assembly is fitted to the shock absorber test rig to determine the spring stiffness. The spring force
is measured using a very low speed of 0.3 mm/s to eliminate damper contribution. The total
spring stiffness consists of the ride spring, the rebound spring and the bump stop. The ride spring
covers the available damper stroke of about 70 mm, the rebound spring is active for the extended
15 mm and the bump stop is active for the final compressed 35 mm. The combined spring force
as a function of position can be seen in Figure 3.7. The coil spring is pre-compressed when fitted
in the strut assembly. A spring force of zero means that the strut assembly limits the extension
of the coil spring. A spring travel of zero means that the damper is in midstroke. The midstroke
position of the damper is the starting position of the spring during testing. In Figure 3.7, several
separate tests are combined using a smoothing spline averaging function, because of the hysteresis
appearing when measuring the bump stop.
The stiffness at midstroke is calculated, 12 kN/m for the front strut and 14 kN/m for the rear
strut. The front and rear spring have clear distinct physical features like spring winding diameter
and the number of active windings. In addition, the rear vertical force is more compared to the
front vertical force, supporting the difference in spring stiffness.
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Figure 3.7: Spring force as function of position. The zero point of the spring travel is the mid-stroke
of the damper assembly as fitted in the test rig.
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Figure 3.8: Damper force as function of velocity. Offset due to friction and gas force is removed
because this is included in the spring force.

3.5.2

Shock absorber

The damper force is measured using a frequency sweep to extract the peak velocity force. The
amplitude of the frequency sweep is 0.025 m and the velocity is increased from 5 mm/s to 500
mm/s. The velocity data of the frequency sweep is filtered and the peak values are identified. The
corresponding force-velocity results of the damper characteristics can be seen in Figure 3.8. Here,
the extension of the damper is defined as a negative velocity and compression as a positive velocity.
The damper characteristics show asymmetric behaviour as expected [43]. Typically, the extension
force is larger than the compression force, which is the case for the front damper. However, the
rear damper shows more compression damping. In addition to the asymmetry in the damper force,
the vertical offset is due to friction and gas force. The vertical offsets are 88.5 and 64.5 N for front
and rear respectively. The friction in the damper is due to seals and side forces and the gas force
results from the gas that is added to the damper providing rod displacement volume [43]. The
offset is removed because this is contributed by the stiffness measurement.

3.5.3

Stabilizer bar

The stabilizer bar is a torsion spring which exerts a restoring force upon twisting to reduce the
roll of the vehicle body. In addition, the stabilizer bar affects the effective axle cornering stiffness
because of the change in vertical tyre force [16]. The stiffness of the stabilizer bar is determined
experimentally by constraining the bar at three points and loading the free end. The differential
vertical displacement of both ends is measured and the result can be seen in Figure 3.9. The
measurement points are represented by the circles and the stiffness is the slope of the linear fit
through these points. The stiffnesses of the stabilizer bars are 84 kN/m and 70 kN/m for front
and rear respectively. Both stabilizer bars have the same diameter of the centre section, 23 mm,
but the arm length and the effective length of the centre section are different. The arm length and
the effective length of the rear stabilizer bar are longer compared to those of the front stabilizer
bar. Therefore, the rear stabilizer bar is expected to have a lower stiffness compared to the front
stabilizer bar, which is supported by the measurement results.
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Figure 3.9: Stabilizer bar stiffness is the slope of the force as a function of vertical displacement.

3.6

Driveline

The driveline of the Renault Twizy contains an electric motor, reduction gear, differential and drive
shafts. Because of the gear ratio of 9.23, the electric motor rotational inertia has a relatively large
contribution to the effective mass because it is proportional to the square of the gear reduction.
The rotational inertia of the electric motor is estimated from the specifications of a similar electric
motor as installed to the Twizy, which equals 0.0226 kgm2 [44].
Regarding the driveline, it has inputs accelerator pedal position and gear selector mode. In
the model, these inputs should result in a rotational velocity of the wheels. This velocity should
be the result of a torque actuated on the wheels. Therefore, the inputs of gear and accelerator
pedal position should be related to the outputs of wheel velocity and wheel torque. To identify
the driveline parameters, Twizy 1 is placed on the dynamometer [45]. During the experiment
the following values are measured: velocity ωd and dynamometer torque τd . To cover all possible
output torques, a staircase accelerator pedal position is applied at constant drum velocity. The
accelerator pedal position is varied between 0% and 100% and the drum velocity is varied from 5
km/h to 100 km/h. The result of the experiment is the force measured by the dynamometer as a
function of accelerator pedal position and motor speed, which is related to the forward velocity of
the vehicle. The measured force can be converted to motor torque, dividing by the gear ratio and
multiplying with the ratio of tyre loaded radius and drum radius. The result of the measurement
can be seen in Figure 3.10a, showing the motor torque as function of motor speed for various
constant accelerator pedal positions. During the data processing, no correction for resistances or
losses is applied, the force at the wheel is modelled.
The experiment is performed using Twizy 1 considering forward traction and forward regenerating modes. Therefore, reverse driving is assumed to be similar to forward driving, but in that
case the torque is negative. In the model, this is done by multiplying the torque output with a
constant, forward driving is equal to one, neutral is zero and reverse is minus one.
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3.7

Braking system

Similar to the driveline identification, the brake characteristics are determined on the dynamometer
as well. In this experiment, Twizy 2 is placed on the dynamometer. Now, the goal is to determine
the relationship between the hydraulic brake pressure resulting from applying the brake pedal
and the brake torque at the wheels. Because of the brake distribution between front and rear,
separate measurements for the front and rear axle are performed. During the experiment, the
drum speed is kept at a constant velocity of 30 km/h and the brake pedal is applied for several
seconds. This will result in a brake pressure and a brake torque at the wheels. The brake torque
can be measured by the dynamometer similar to the test of the electric motor map. Since the
brakes heat up during the experiment, they need to be cooled by a fan. As was measured by a
temperature sensor, the brake discs need time to cool down. This temperature sensor only gives
an indication of the temperature because it was calibrated for tyres. However, the temperature
indication allowed starting each brake application at almost the same temperature. The heat
build-up at the brake disc resulted in a drop of the measured brake torque, which was probably
due to brake fade.
The results of the experiment can be seen in Figure 3.11 which shows the brake torque of either
the front wheel or the rear wheel as a function of brake pressure. The decrease in brake torque is
clearly visible in the left hand of Figure 3.11 by the vertical lines of data points around a brake
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Figure 3.11: Wheel brake torque as function of brake pressure. Both front (left) and rear (right)
wheels. The black circles represent the measurement data and the red line is the fitting of the brake
torque as a function of brake pressure.
pressure of 60 bar. For the rear wheels, the brake torque has a decreasing slope above a brake
pressure of 30 bar which is probably due to the brake limiter to prevent rear wheel lock-up. The
brake torque of the individual wheel is calculated by
τb =

τd rw
.
2rd

(3.6)

Since brake torque is only measured for forward driving, similar to the driveline experiment, it is
assumed that backward driving has similar characteristics apart from the sign. The sign of the
brake torque is always opposite to the sign of the wheel angular velocity. The sign change of the
brake force can be expressed by the hyperbolic tangent function because the application of the
sign function introduces discontinuities, while simulating a brake action near zero forward velocity,
resulting in slower calculations. Therefore, the brake torque is approximated by
τbrake = −τmeas (pb ) tanh(fs ωw ).

(3.7)

Here, the brake torque applied at the wheel bearing τbrake is equal to the measured brake torque
τmeas which is a function of the brake pressure pb . The hyperbolic tangent function tanh is
responsible for the change in sign. The arguments of the hyperbolic tangent are the scale factor
fs of the slope and the wheel speed ωw . The scale factor is a trade-off between computation time
and accurate results at low forward velocity.
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Chapter 4

Simulation model evaluation
Several vehicle parameters can be measured directly, as shown in the previous chapter. However,
some parameters can only be indirectly determined due to the lack of a dedicated test setup or
since it would require too much time and effort. For example, the vehicle mass moments of inertia
cannot be determined by using a test setup. Therefore, in this chapter, the full-scale tests are
used to assess these parameters. A simulation is executed by using inputs taken from vehicle tests.
These tests were performed at Ford Lommel Proving Ground in Belgium. The first test is a coast
down test, which is performed to determine the longitudinal drag forces, rolling resistance and
aerodynamic drag. Besides this coast down test, acceleration and braking performance are checked
to review the electric motor and the brake pressure mapping respectively. After the longitudinal
dynamics, the lateral dynamics are excited using various steering inputs. These steer inputs can
be classified as quasi-static or transient. The quasi-static steer inputs are the constant radius
steady-state cornering and the ramp steer input or the slowly increasing steering angle input. The
transient steer inputs are the periodic steer input and the step steer input. Finally, the braking
in a turn test is performed to assess the combined slip performance of the tyres.

4.1

Longitudinal behaviour

The longitudinal behaviour of the vehicle is investigated by the coast down test, the acceleration
and the braking test. The coast down test is the most basic driving test and the model should
match the coast down velocity profile before verifying driveline and steering. The coast down test
is also used to correct the steering angle and lateral acceleration signals. After the evaluation
of the coast down test, the driveline and braking system are introduced separately to investigate
their effect on the model longitudinal behaviour.

4.1.1

Coast down test

The coast down test enables modelling of various sources of vehicle resistance. These sources of
friction will affect all driving situations. By performing the coast down test, influences of steering
and driveline can be neglected. The resistive forces will dissipate kinetic energy stored in the
moving vehicle, which is present in the masses having linear velocity and the inertia’s having
rotational velocity. The most important contribution to the rotational inertia are the electric
motor and the wheels.
During the coast down test, the kinetic energy of the vehicle is dissipated into rolling resistance
and aerodynamic drag. The kinetic energy is proportional to linear and rotational velocity squared.
By assuming a kinematic relation between translational velocity v and rotational velocity ω, the
contribution of rotational velocity can be rewritten in translational velocity using the relation v
= ωr, where r is the wheel radius. The kinetic energy can be rewritten as a function of linear
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velocity only by expressing rotational inertia in equivalent mass


1
1
I
1
1
Ekin = mv 2 + Iω 2 =
m + 2 v 2 = mef f v 2 .
2
2
2
r
2

(4.1)

Here, the kinetic energy Ekin has the contributions of mass m and the linear velocity v added to
the moment of inertia of the rotating component I, the radius r and the angular velocity of the
wheel ω. By substituting the relation between ω and v, the ratio of the moment of inertia I and
the squared radius r is equivalent to the mass m.
The major rotational inertia components are the four wheels and the electric motor. Therefore,
the effective mass is the sum of the vehicle mass and the rotational inertia’s
1
(4.2)
mef f = m + 2 (4Iyy,wheel + i2gear Imotor ),
r
where the effective mass mef f consists of the vehicle mass m and the contributions of rotational
inertia’s of the wheel Iyy,wheel and of the motor Imotor . The motor rotates with a different speed
as the wheels with radius r which is accounted for by the gear ratio igear .
During the coast down test, the vehicle accelerated on a straight section of the proving ground,
the neutral mode is engaged and the vehicle slows down due to resistive forces. The test was
repeated in both road directions to account for road slope, road banking and wind direction because
these effects are not included in the model. The goal of the coast down test is to determine the drag
force as function of the forward speed. Therefore, the signals forward velocity and longitudinal
acceleration are required. The forward velocity is obtained from the GPS and the longitudinal
acceleration is obtained from the IMU. However, the longitudinal acceleration may have a gravity
component during deceleration. Instead of the longitudinal acceleration, the derivative of the
forward velocity could be used, but this signal requires more processing. The measurement data is
zero phase filtered because conventional filtering will delay the signal such that the fitting process
might be affected.
Unfortunately, the coast down test data is limited. Data is obtained for coast down tests on
a straight road in both directions. The first coast down run is heading away from the vehicle
dynamics area and the second run is heading towards this platform. The first section of the
road is more open while the second section is surrounded by trees. The speed range during
the coast down tests is limited between 9 m/s and 20 m/s. Since coast down test data for low
speed is absent, rolling resistance cannot be determined accurately. Besides the limited amount of
data, the quality of the data is not good. When plotting longitudinal acceleration against speed,
there is little overlap between the two data sets because the data seems to be shifted in velocity.
The shifting of velocity is probably due to wind variation between the two tests, because the
measurements were performed at different sections of the road. Another way to achieve overlap is
to shift the longitudinal acceleration, this could be due to differences in road slope.
The resistive force can be approximated by a second order polynomial in the forward velocity.
The measured acceleration is multiplied with the effective mass resulting in the resistance force
1
mef f ax,meas = Fx,loss (vx ) = −mgfr − klin vx − ρair SCx vx2 .
2

(4.3)

Table 4.1: Coast down test parameters as used in (4.3) to calculate the resistance force.

rolling resistance coefficient [-]
viscous friction [Ns/m]
air density [kg/m3 ]
drag area [-]
vehicle mass [kg]
effective mass [kg]
wind speed difference [m/s]

30

Parameter
fr
klin
ρair
SCx
m
mef f
vwind

Value
0.01251
2.537
1.2567
0.64
708
755
2.5
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Figure 4.1: Fitting of rolling resistance fr and viscous friction klin using the coast down test with
modified velocity vector.

Here, the effective mass mef f , gravitational acceleration g and rolling resistance coefficient fr form
the constant term in the fitting process. The linear term in velocity klin , introducing driveline
viscous losses, is determined by fitting the drag force to the velocity. The quadratic term with
velocity is assumed to be fixed since the air density ρair and frontal drag area SCx are known. The
air density is determined from the ideal gas law using ambient temperature and air pressure which
can be retrieved from weather archives [46]. To reduce the wind influence, the velocity is modified
by subtracting the wind speed vwind although the viscous friction term is independent from the
wind speed. The wind speed direction is assumed to be constant, and the wind speed is added to
the velocity of data-set 1 and subtracted from the velocity of data-set 2. The two unknowns are
the rolling resistance coefficient fr and the linear term with velocity klin which are determined
by fitting (4.3). The result of the fit can be seen in Figure 4.1 showing the resistance force as a
function of forward velocity for the two coast down tests in red and green, and the polynomial fit
in black. It is clear that low speed measurement data is lacking such that the resistive force at
zero velocity results from extrapolation of the fitted curve.
The resistance parameters are included in the model and the coast down tests are simulated.
In the simulation, the measured velocity is used as initial condition and the vehicle is allowed
to roll out. The simulation should give an average result of both measurements because this is
expected by combining the measurements to determine the resistive forces. The results of the
simulation can be seen in Figure 4.2 together with the measurements. Here, the measured velocity
profiles diverge over time, which can be due to a difference in wind velocity or a difference in
road slope. The differences can result from performing the coast down test on separate sections
of the road. To achieve the average result, an equal initial velocity is selected and the rolling
resistance coefficient is changed. The rolling resistance coefficient was increased to account for the
offset difference between the two simulations of the coast down test. Another reason to change
the rolling resistance coefficient is the contribution of toe induced resistance.
The rolling resistance is determined by fitting of the coast down measurement data and finally
by executing the simulation of the coast down tests. The final value of the rolling resistance
coefficient is 0.0151 which is significantly more than the rated value between 0.0091 and 0.0105
[47]. Because of the limited data, it is recommended to perform additional coast down tests by
letting the vehicle roll out till stand still.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation and measurement of coast down tests.

4.1.2

Driveline

The driveline is responsible for moving the vehicle in the longitudinal direction. In the model,
the driveline is included as a look-up table, which is the result of dynamometer experiments.
The driveline model is verified by investigating the longitudinal accelerating sections of the whole
driving test data set. The accelerating sections include motoring and regenerating. The goal is to
compare the propelling forces of the dynamometer and the road test.
Regarding the driveline, no specific tests were performed but all available measurements were
analysed for relevant data. To find a relevant section, several constraints were specified as limited
brake pressure (< 1 bar), steering angle (< 5 deg), longitudinal acceleration gradient (< ± 0.01
m/s3 ) and longitudinal acceleration (> 0 m/s2 ) such that braking, cornering or non-constant
acceleration events are left out. The force from the motor is calculated using
Fmotor (T P S, ωem ) = mef f ax,meas + Fx,loss ,

(4.4)

where Fmotor is the motor map resulting from the dynamometer experiment, mef f is the effective
mass, ax,meas is the longitudinal acceleration data and Fx,loss is the drag force as calculated by
(4.3). Based on accelerator pedal position T P S and motor speed ωem , this map provides the torque
to the wheels when wheel radius is accounted for. The dynamometer experiment did not take into
account any losses. In the model, cornering and rolling resistance of the tyres are considered as well
as rotating inertia. Therefore, the model takes some of the losses into account twice and scaling of
the motor map output is required to obtain the correct wheel torque. In addition, scaling is also
required because the dynamometer test is executed with an unloaded Twizy 1, while the road test
is performed with Twizy 2 that was loaded. Although both vehicles are assumed to be similar,
the test and equipment conditions are different.
The scaling of the motor map, shown in Figure 4.3, consists of an offset and gain, which can be
partly explained by differences in loading conditions. The different loading conditions result in a
difference in rolling resistance and a difference in tyre radius. The total mass during the full-scale
tests is 708 kg, while the loading condition of the rear axle during the dynamometer experiment
is 349 kg [45]. The difference in rolling resistance results in an offset because the rolling resistance
is assumed to be constant for the whole speed range. The rolling resistance force of the whole
vehicle is 86.9 N and that of the rear axle is 36.3 N as calculated by FR = fr mg, where fr is 0.0106
[45]. The resulting difference in rolling resistance forces is 50.6 N. Another aspect influencing the
rolling resistance is the difference between a flat road and the curved drum. The rolling resistance
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Figure 4.3: Scaling of the motor mapping by plotting the dynamometer output against straight line
accelerating data from the drive test.
is larger for the tyre on a curved drum compared to a flat road [48]. The difference in tyre radius
results in a gain because the ratio of the wheel radii is equal to the ratio of wheel forces, which is
1.0134. The wheel forces increase with forward speed.
The calculated scaling factors are a gain of 1.086 and an offset of 112.3 N which appear to be
quite high. It seems counter-intuitive to first increase the rolling resistance force resulting from the
coast down test and subsequently increase the motor map offset. However, they give representative
simulation results as can be seen in Figure 4.4 showing an accelerating and mechanical braking
situation. As can be seen in the acceleration signal, the model does not capture very well the
accelerator pedal release action at a time of about 16.3 s. This pedal release shows some high
frequent oscillations which are not captured by the model. Further, the electric motor can operate
in a regenerative mode to slow down the vehicle. However, the scaling factors show a large spread,
there is no average gain and offset as in the propulsion mode of the motor. The regenerative
braking ability is possibly influenced by the battery management system which checks the battery
state of charge and the battery temperature. These effects are not modelled and it is recommended
to study these effects to model the regenerative braking behaviour.

4.1.3

Braking in straight line

The braking system is tested by performing several braking tests. After accelerating the vehicle,
the drive mode is switched to neutral to eliminate electric motor braking. Then the brake pedal
is actuated until the vehicle comes to a full stop. One of the results can be seen in Figure 4.4
which shows a braking condition with a maximum brake pressure of about 70 bar. This braking
condition can be used to change the pitch moment of inertia and to determine a lower bound on
the longitudinal friction coefficient.
The Normalized Root Mean Square Error (NRMSE) between measurement and simulation
is calculated to quantify the difference between the simulation results and measurements. The
NRMSE is defined as
q
(measurement − simulation)2
NRMSE =
(4.5)
max(measurement) − min(measurement)
The NRMSE of the forward velocity is 0.01 and of the longitudinal acceleration is 0.05. In the
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Figure 4.4: Longitudinal dynamics, accelerating and braking in a straight line. On top, the inputs:
accelerator pedal position T P S and brake pressure pb . At the bottom, the results: forward velocity
vx and the longitudinal acceleration ax . NRMSE is the normalized root mean square error between
measurement and simulation.

case of a constant brake pressure of about 7 bar, these errors are 0.078 and 0.098 respectively,
and for a brake pressure of about 16 bar, these errors are 0.028 and 0.068. For these lower brake
pressures, the braking performance of the model is less compared to the one shown in the figure.
The pitch moment of inertia of the sprung mass is scaled to 275 kgm2 using the peaks in the
acceleration signal upon releasing the brake pedal which occurs at time is 21 s. Here, it is assumed
that the vehicle comes to a stop, but pitch motion will result in acceleration signals due to the
gravity component.
The lower bound on the longitudinal friction can be set by observing the wheel slip in the
simulation. In the dynamometer experiment, a brake pressure of 70 bar results in front tyre skid.
Front tyre skid, at a brake pressure of 70 bar, can be induced in the simulation by lowering the
front tyre longitudinal friction coefficient to 0.9. However, the simulation results including front
tyre skid do not match the measurement and it is concluded that front tyre skid does not occur
during the braking test. Therefore, the longitudinal friction coefficient has a lower bound at 0.9.

4.2

Lateral behaviour

The lateral behaviour of the vehicle is analysed using a steady-state cornering test, a periodic steer
test and a step steer test. The steady-state cornering test is used to scale the cornering stiffness
of the tyres, which is required because the actual axle stiffness is lower due to compliance in the
suspension. The periodic steer test is used to change the roll and yaw moments of inertia as well
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as the relaxation length of the tyres. The step steer test is used to check the previous changes.

4.2.1

Steady-state cornering

The basic test of the lateral dynamics is the steady-state cornering test. During steady-state
cornering, the yaw rate is constant, meaning that the yaw moment of inertia can be ignored.
To assess steady-state cornering behaviour of a vehicle, three separate tests exist, according to
ISO 4138. These three possibilities are constant forward speed, constant steer angle and constant
radius. During the test, the control inputs are steer angle and forward speed, while the outputs are
yaw rate and lateral acceleration. Several input-output relations describe the vehicle behaviour.
These are the steering angle as a function of lateral acceleration and the yaw velocity gain as a
function of forward speed. The yaw velocity gain is the ratio of the yaw rate and the steer angle
input, expressing the sensitivity of the vehicle to change its heading angle. The constant radius
test enables evaluating both characteristics at the same time.
Constant radius test
During the closed loop steady-state cornering test, the driver tracks a constant radius circle, while
increasing the forward speed in steps. Three different circle radii were used during the tests, 60,
100 and 150 m. The measurement data of the 60 m radius circle was used to verify the model.
The measurement data of the 60 m radius circle was most useful because the other data-sets
had limited speed range. The small radius circle was used to measure both linear and non-linear
behaviour of the vehicle at limited speed. The middle and large circle radii were used to measure
high-speed yaw response. Each circle was both driven in the clockwise and anticlockwise direction
to check for symmetry in the measurement data. The radius of the circles can be checked by the
recorded GPS data and by the circular motion relations between forward speed and either yaw
rate or lateral acceleration. These are
vx2
,
ay
vx
R≈
,
ωz
R≈

(4.6)

where the circle radius R can be calculated from the forward speed vx , the lateral acceleration ay
and the yaw rate ωz .
Since the vehicle model lacks a steering controller, the steady-state cornering test cannot be
simulated by keeping the model vehicle on a constant radius circle. Therefore, it has been decided
to perform the test by driving the car at discrete forward velocities. At each forward velocity,
the speed should be constant for about 5 seconds, and the inputs and outputs should be averaged
over this interval. However, this proved to be difficult in reality. Especially for higher velocities, it
was difficult to maintain a constant speed. Therefore, it is recommended to perform the constant
radius test with a speed ramp instead of discrete velocities. Further, by using the average of the
speed and steering inputs, it is not necessarily true that the vehicle model will track the same
constant radius. Therefore, it is recommended to add a steering controller to the model. If the
vehicle model lacks a steering controller, it may be better to perform the steady-state cornering
tests test by executing the constant forward speed test and the constant steering angle test. The
constant forward speed test is then used to plot the understeer gradient and the constant steering
angle test is used to plot the yaw velocity gain. The resulting relation is expected to be smoother.
In the simulation, the cruise control tracks the forward velocity, while the steering angle is
used instead of the averaging sections as suggested. The lateral acceleration and steering angle
are fitted by a second order polynomial as can be seen at the top of Figure 4.5a. The cornering
stiffness of the tyres is scaled to match the simulation model to the experimental data of the
left hand cornering test as shown. To achieve a more average value of the cornering stiffness,
the data from the left and right turn should be combined as a base for the fit. Either the front
wheel cornering stiffness can be increased or the rear wheel cornering stiffness decreased. Due to
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(a) Steady-state cornering test on a marked constant diameter circle of 120 m.
The mean radius of the left hand circle is 61.4 m. At the top, the steering angle δs
is plotted against the lateral acceleration ay , where the measurement data (green)
and the simulation (blue), the second order polynomial fitted to the measurement
(black) and simulation (red). The bottom plot represents the measurement (black)
and the simulation (red) of the yaw velocity gain ωz /δs against the forward velocity
vx .
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(b) Left turn ramp steer test. The steering angle is increased linearly while keeping
a constant accelerator pedal position. The steering angle δs is plotted against the
lateral acceleration ay .
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unmodeled compliance effects, it is more representative to lower the cornering stiffness than to
increase it, since compliance results in lower effective axle characteristics. The rear tyre cornering
stiffness was scaled to 90%, such that the NRMSE of the second order polynomial is 0.01. For
the right hand turn, the NRMSE of the steering angle as function of lateral acceleration is 0.031.
Changing the cornering stiffness results in a slight increase in the yaw response as can be seen
at the bottom of Figure 4.5a. A smoothing spline function is fitted to the measurement and
simulation of the yaw response, resulting in an NRMSE of 0.047 for the left hand turn. The
smoothing spline function fitted to the simulation is less smooth compared to the function fitted
to the measurement, although the same smoothing spline parameter is used and the NRMSE may
be less accurate. In case of the right hand turn, the NRMSE is 0.036. In addition to the constant
radius test, a ramp steer test is executed as well.
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Figure 4.6: Steady-state yaw velocity gain (left) and lateral acceleration gain (right). The understeer
gradient K is fitted to the combined measurement data of left and right constant radius test (black)
using (4.7) showing the curve (red).

Ramp steer test
During the ramp steer test, the steering angle is increased almost linearly over time, while trying
to keep a constant accelerator pedal position. This test is repeated for both left and right turn.
During this test, the forward speed decreases slightly. The initial forward velocity is about 20 m/s
for both left and right turns. The result can be seen in Figure 4.5b. The left hand turn is shown
because it covers a wider range of lateral acceleration compared to the right hand turn, while the
right hand turn also has less agreement between model and measurement. The left hand turn has
a NRMSE of 0.043 while the right hand turn has a NRMSE of 0.076.
Understeer gradient
As can be concluded from the constant radius test and the steering ramp test, the vehicle is
understeered because the steering angle has to increase with an increase of the lateral acceleration.
In addition, the yaw velocity gain reaches its maximum value at the characteristic speed showing
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that the vehicle is understeered. In Figure 4.6, the yaw velocity gain and lateral acceleration gain
are plotted. In this plot, the measurement set of the left and right turn on the 120 m circle are
combined and shown in black. The red curves show the understeer gradient according to (4.7).
The characteristic velocity is 19.6 m/s and the understeer gradient K is 0.04510 or 0.04132
rad determined by the yaw velocity gain or the lateral acceleration gain, respectively. The gains
can be calculated by
ωz
vx /isr
=
,
δs
l + (Kvx2 /g)
vx2 /isr
ay
=
,
δs
l + (Kvx2 /g)

(4.7)

where ωz is the yaw rate, δs is the steering angle of the steering wheel, vx is the forward velocity,
isr is the average steering ratio and is equal to 14.02, K is the understeer gradient and g is the
gravitational constant [36].

4.2.2

Periodic steer input

In this section, the vehicle response to steering input oscillations is discussed. The frequency
response of yaw rate, roll rate and lateral acceleration to steering inputs is considered. A periodic
steer input test is conducted where the driver performs approximately sinusoidal steering. Several
parameters affect the frequency response, for example the yaw moment of inertia, the lateral
relaxation length of the tyres and the roll moment of inertia.
During the test, the vehicle forward speed is kept constant at about 50 km/h, while actuating
the steering wheel with an amplitude of 40 deg and different frequencies. The average velocity
during the test appears to increase with frequency, while the root-mean-square value of the steering
angle amplitude increases even more. Initially, the plan was to provide the driver with an audio
signal helping to perform a sinusoidal steering motion. However, the mobile device which should
generate the audio signal was prohibited at the proving ground. Therefore, the driver performed
a range of steering angle frequencies, up to about 3 Hz. The periodic steering input was actuated
for at least 3 periods.
The relevant signals of steering angle, yaw rate, lateral acceleration and roll rate are analysed in
the frequency domain. The peak amplitude of the Fourier transform is determined at its respective
frequency, because the steering signal is not a pure sine wave but rather a triangular wave with
smooth peaks. Together, the combined test results form magnitude and phase plots which can
be seen in Figures 4.7 to 4.9b. In these figures, the measurements points are represented by
the black crosses and the simulation results are represented by the red crosses while the lines in
the respective colours are the smoothing spline fits through the data of the measurement or the
simulation.
The shape of the transfer functions is explained according to [49]. The lateral acceleration
response has the most unusual shape because of the dip in the magnitude. The dip in the magnitude can be explained because the lateral acceleration is build up of three components. The
three components of the lateral acceleration result from the linear lateral acceleration v̇y , the
centrifugal acceleration vx ωz and the roll angle introducing the gravity component. The latter
two are present during steady-state cornering, but decrease with increasing frequency. While these
components decrease, the tyres still produce a side force which results in a linear acceleration along
the y-axis of the vehicle. This linear lateral acceleration approaches an asymptotic value, which is
related to the front wheel cornering stiffness and the vehicle total mass. Regarding the phase, this
should restore to zero in continuous time, but in discrete time the phase is constantly dropping at
increasing frequency due to sample delay. The yaw response depends on cornering stiffness and
the position of the COG for low frequencies. For high frequencies, the yaw moment of inertia will
dominate and attenuate the response. Further, the magnitude of the yaw rate response shows a
peak around the natural frequency. The natural frequency is influenced by the yaw moment of
inertia. The height of the peak is a function of forward velocity. The peak shows the yaw damping,
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which decreases with forward velocity. For high frequencies, the phase angle between yaw rate
and front wheel angle should approach 90 deg, if tyre relaxation effects are neglected. Finally,
the magnitude of the roll rate response to steering angle shows an increasing slope, a peak and a
decreasing slope for increasing frequencies.
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Figure 4.7: Lateral acceleration response due to steering angle. Measurement output (black) and simulation output (red). The solid line is the smoothing spline fit through the individual data represented
by the crosses.
The transfer function of the steering angle to lateral acceleration can be seen in Figure 4.7.
The magnitude of the lateral acceleration response of the model starts to deviate above 1.5 Hz,
which result in a NRMSE of 0.197. The magnitude agreement reduces if the yaw moment of inertia
is increased. It is not clear whether the two measurement points around 3 Hz mean the end of
a dip because this dip does not appear in the current simulation results. Therefore, the positive
slope of the measurement data around 3 Hz, could be due to a measurement or calculation error of
the Fourier transform. Then, the dip is wider and reaching frequencies outside the measurement
range. Changing the stabilizer bar stiffness has limited influence on magnitude and phase of the
lateral acceleration response. The curvature of the phase between 1 and 3 Hz can be improved by
increasing the yaw moment of inertia. The phase agreement between model and measurement is
good compared to the outputs of yaw rate and roll rate, as is shown by the NRMSE of 0.03.
The yaw rate response can be seen in Figure 4.8. The magnitude of the yaw response shows a
plateau, a little peak and a decline for increasing frequencies. The NRMSE of the yaw response
magnitude is 0.161, although the performance looks worse than the lateral acceleration response.
For low frequencies, the magnitude of the simulation is a little higher compared to the magnitude
of the measurement. The low frequency magnitude should correspond to steady-state yaw velocity
gain. The steady-state yaw velocity gain at a forward speed of 50 km/h is 0.3985 using (4.7). The
low frequency agreement can be improved by lowering the stabilizer bar stiffness to 50% of its
default value, but this will affect the roll rate response negatively. The peak is influenced by the
yaw moment of inertia. Therefore, the yaw moment of inertia is changed manually to the best fit
of the transfer function in steps of 25 kgm2 . By increasing the yaw moment of inertia, the peak
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Figure 4.8: Yaw rate response due to steering angle. Measurement output (black) and simulation
output (red). The solid line is the smoothing spline fit through the individual data represented by the
crosses.

moves down and to the left, and the phase moves down as well. The relaxation length influences
the phase delay between input and output. The phase difference between model and measurement
is reduced by decreasing the lateral stiffness in the TPF to 75%, and the NRMSE of the phase is
0.083. The lateral stiffness is inversely proportional to the relaxation length, thus the relaxation
length is increased. Increasing the relaxation length has a similar effect as introducing steering
compliance, which is not included in the model.
The roll rate response to steering angle is shown in Figure 4.9a and to lateral acceleration in
Figure 4.9b. In Figure 4.9a, the magnitude of the model below 1 Hz is higher than the magnitude
of the measurement, which role is switched above 1 Hz. The NRMSE of the roll rate response to
steering angle is 0.106, which is good compared to the magnitudes of the other responses. The
mismatch between model and measurement could be due to an incorrect shock absorber damper
characteristic. To improve the magnitude agreement above 1 Hz, the roll moment of inertia can
be increased, but this increases the damping of the step steer roll rate signal. The stabilizer bar
stiffness can be decreased to improve the low frequency yaw rate response. Reducing this stiffness
shifts the magnitude upwards, such that the agreement between model and measurement becomes
worse. Regarding the phase, the overall agreement between model and measurement is rather
poor, as is shown by the NRMSE of 0.176.
In Figure 4.9b, the lateral acceleration to roll rate response is shown because the lateral acceleration is an intermediate step between the steering angle and roll velocity. Initially, the vehicle
steering angle creates a lateral acceleration at the COG which is responsible for the rolling of the
vehicle body. The magnitude of the lateral acceleration to roll rate response seems to have the
same profile as the steering angle to roll rate response, but one order of magnitude smaller. The
magnitude of the model seems to match the measurement well below 2 Hz, but the NRMSE is
0.226. Considering the phase, the model above 1 Hz shows more phase lead, meaning that the real
vehicle probably delays in the roll response due to friction, which is not modelled. The NRMSE
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(a) Roll rate response due to steering angle. Measurement output (black) and simulation
output (red). The solid line is the smoothing spline fit through the individual data represented
by the crosses.
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(b) Roll rate response due to lateral acceleration. Measurement output (black) and simulation
output (red). The solid line is the smoothing spline fit through the individual data represented
by the crosses.
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of the phase is 0.437, which is quite poor.
Overall, the frequency domain behaviour of the model seems to represent the vehicle well up
to at least 1 Hz. The magnitude of the yaw rate and lateral acceleration response around 2 and 3
Hz shows a difference between model and measurement, while the phases still match good. This is
in contrast to the roll responses of either steering angle input or lateral acceleration input, where
the phase is less accurate.

4.2.3

Step steer input
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The final test to evaluate the lateral dynamics is the step steer test. This test excites the transient
response of the vehicle and is analysed in the time domain. The test is performed for forward
velocities of 20 km/h to 80 km/h with steps of 20 km/h, because the yaw damping of the vehicle
decreases with velocity. For each velocity, a suitable steering angle is determined to achieve good
signal to noise ratio of the output signals. To determine the final steering wheel angle, the steadystate gains are analysed before executing the test. The steady-state gain is used to determine the
steering angle at which a lateral acceleration of 3 m/s2 is reached, such that the vehicle stays in
the linear region of the dynamics. These particular steering angles are marked on the steering
wheel to guide the driver to achieve the correct steering angle.
To start the test, the vehicle is accelerated to the desired velocity and the steering angle is
slowly turned to check safety because the vehicle is prone to roll over. After this, the test is
repeated by increasing the steering velocity. One variation during the test is to keep constant
forward velocity by introducing the step steer angle or to switch to neutral and allow the vehicle
to coast. However, it is difficult to keep the velocity constant due to cornering resistance.
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Figure 4.10: Result of the 40 km/h step steer test showing from top to bottom, the forward velocity
vx , the steering angle δs , the lateral acceleration ay , the yaw rate ωz and the roll rate ωx respectively.
The measurement data is in black and the simulation output is in red.
The result of a step steer tests is shown in Figure 4.10. The figure shows the forward velocity
and steering angle and the resulting lateral acceleration, yaw rate and roll velocity. For this test,
the initial velocity is about 40 km/h and the desired steering angle is 50 deg. Examples of results
for other velocities can be found in Appendix F. In the simulation, the forward velocity is followed
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by the speed controller. As can be seen in the figure, the step steer is not ideal, because the slope is
varying for every test, and has an overshoot as well. In the case of the 20 km/h tests, the steering
angle input has no overshoot, but for higher speeds overshoot is almost always present. Due to
the overshoot in the input signal, it is difficult to judge whether the overshoot in the yaw rate and
lateral acceleration is due to decreased damping or due to the input signal. However, the goal is
not to reproduce repeatable tests, but to obtain data as input for the simulation model. Besides
the forward speed, the moment of inertia’s have an influence on the damping of the signals. For
example, the damping of the yaw rate signal decreases by reducing the yaw moment of inertia.
According to the calculated NRMSE, the yaw rate signal has the best agreement between
measurement and model, followed by the lateral acceleration and the roll rate. For the other test
results, the roll rate signal is structurally worse than the yaw rate and lateral acceleration. The
NRMSE of the yaw rate is not necessarily lower than the NRMSE of the lateral acceleration. This
is clear from the examples shown in Appendix F.
In the roll rate signal, the three peaks can be distinguished from the fluctuations due to
the small signal strength. The amplitude of the peaks is influenced by decreasing the cornering
stiffness of the rear tyre, and the damping is influenced by the roll moment of inertia. Like the
periodic steering test, the roll rate shows a delay of the signal for the measurement compared to
the simulation. The delay is 41 ms on average as calculated by a cross-correlation function. The
delay may be caused by friction in the suspension causing the vehicle body not rolling immediately.

4.3

Combined behaviour

The previous tests are designed to focus on only one aspect, either longitudinal or lateral dynamics.
One option to let the vehicle experience both longitudinal and lateral acceleration is to bring the
vehicle in steady-state cornering and hit the brakes to evaluate the combined slip of the tyres.

4.3.1

Braking in a turn

During the steady-state cornering, the lateral force component developed by the tyres dominates,
but during braking the longitudinal force component increases while the lateral force component
decreases. The brake force distribution between front and rear wheels is designed to limit the
rear wheel brake force. The rear wheel brake force is limited to prevent rear wheel lock-up due to
vertical force decrease. If the the rear wheels lock-up, they loose lateral force capability resulting
in a vehicle oversteering situation. The longitudinal friction coefficient is not measured, but a
lower limit can be determined such that the front wheels do not lock-up.
The braking in a turn test is performed by accelerating the vehicle while tracking the 120 m
diameter circle. When the vehicle has sufficient velocity, the brakes are applied. These tests are
repeated for several braking intensities and either tracking constant radius or keeping the steering
angle constant during the brake application. The constant radius variant allows checking the
lateral acceleration and yaw rate signals by calculating the references of these signals from the
forward velocity and cornering radius as shown in (4.6).
As can be seen in Figure 4.11a, the model performance is quite good for some measurements. In
this particular case, the brake pressure is moderate and not changing abruptly. Figure 4.11b shows
that some features in the signals of lateral acceleration and yaw rate are not represented well by
the model. This is often the case for high brake pressures or abrupt changes in the brake pressure.
For these severe braking events, the combined slip properties of the tyres become more important
[16]. At the time of 1 second, the measurement signals of lateral acceleration and yaw rate show
that the vehicle is probably experiencing an oversteering reaction because the measured signals
increase instead of following the reference line. After the brake pressure dip at about 2 second,
the model is catching up with the measurement signal again. The poor results of the braking in
a turn test can be explained by the combined slip properties of the tyre. The parameters for the
combined slip are left standard and the parameters for the longitudinal stiffness are not based on
measurements as well.
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(a) Example of a representative braking in a turn test. From top to bottom, the brake pressure
pb , the forward velocity vx , the longitudinal acceleration ax , the lateral acceleration ay and
the yaw rate ωz respectively. The measurement data is in black, the simulation output is in red
and the reference line in dashed green using (4.6).
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(b) Example of a poor result of the braking in a turn tests. From top to bottom, the brake
pressure pb , the forward velocity vx , the longitudinal acceleration ax , the lateral acceleration
ay and the yaw rate ωz respectively. The measurement data is in black, the simulation output
is in red and the reference line in dashed green using (4.6).
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4.4

Vehicle mass moments of inertia

To determine the moments of inertia of the vehicle, several driving tests have been performed. The
moments of inertia of the complete vehicle around axes through the COG are subdivided between
the contributions from the sprung mass and the unsprung mass. In the model, the sprung mass
is an inertia block located at the COG of the vehicle and the moments of inertia are defined
explicitly. The unsprung mass is the collection of the masses of the suspension parts and wheels.
The moments of inertia of the unsprung mass are incorporated in the model because they are
modelled as separate bodies. The contribution of the sprung mass is determined by tuning the
moments of inertia using the driving test measurement data. The pitch moment of inertia is
changed by comparing the measurement and simulation of the braking in a straight line and the
roll and yaw moments of inertia are changed according to the results of the periodic steer input
test. The moments of inertia of the sprung mass are [Ixx,s Iyy,s Izz,s ] = [25 275 250] kgm2 . Note,
these moments of inertia were changed in steps of 25 kgm2 . The contribution of the unsprung
moments of inertia is determined by using the Steiner formula for the unsprung mass and the
distance to the respective axis and the results are [Ixx,u Iyy,u Izz,u ] = [29 66 89] kgm2 . Therefore,
the moments of inertia for the complete vehicle are [Ixx,v Iyy,v Izz,v ] = [54 341 339] kgm2 .
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Chapter 5

Simulation model results
Up to now, vehicle parameters have been determined, either by measurements of vehicle components or by tuning the simulation model. In this chapter, the simulation model is evaluated for
general application. Firstly, the simulation settings are described. Further, the basic performance
of the model is evaluated such as individual tyre vertical force and steering geometry. Next, the
handling characteristics are evaluated by analysing signals which are not available on the real
vehicle or by performing maneuvers, which were not executed during the full-scale vehicle tests.

5.1

Simulation settings

The vehicle model should run in real-time mode. To this end, a fixed step solver is required.
However, to simulate the multibody model in this thesis, a variable-step solver is used. The
variable-step solver used is ode45, which adjusts the step size according to error tolerances. The
error tolerances are specified as 1e−3 for the relative tolerance and 1e−6 for the absolute tolerance
which are default. The maximum step size is 1e−1 s and the minimum step size is 1e−7 s.
The initial conditions are straight forward in the case the simulation begins with the vehicle at
rest. In this case, the initial conditions are the final states, which were saved after simulating the
model without inputs, in other words, when the vehicle is stationary. However, only some of these
initial states are useful when the objective is to start the simulation with the vehicle in motion.
With the vehicle in motion, block state targets can be specified such as forward velocity and wheel
angular velocity. However, the acceleration of the vehicle cannot be specified during speeding up,
slowing down or cornering, leading to initial dynamics. To remove the initial dynamics effects, the
first one or two seconds of the simulation data can be neglected.
The operating points method is a special option of Simulink to initialize the simulation model.
The operating point of the model contains the states of the model blocks. The state of the block
is the value at a specific time instant. These states can be modified which seems quite promising,
but this topic is left for further study.
Finally, the mechanics explorer is a visualization tool showing the 3D properties of the model.
In the tool window, the model can be examined from different viewpoints which is useful when
assembling the subsystem components. In addition, the vehicle behaviour can be followed during
simulation by several camera settings. An example of model visualization can be seen in Figure
5.1a and 5.1b showing the model components. The model components that are visible and have
physical properties are the lower arms, shock absorbers, toe links and steering rack. Visualization
files for the vehicle body and wheels are available and are edited from [50].
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(a) Mechanics explorer view of the multibody
model, completely opaque.

5.2

(b) Mechanics explorer view of the multibody
model showing the wheels (grey), lower arms
(red), shock absorbers (blue), steering rack (grey
bar), toe links (green) and the vehicle body (transparent).

Static evaluation

The model is simulated under static conditions to record the corner vertical forces and to obtain
the steering geometry. The individual wheel vertical forces Fz are determined during a stand still
condition. The individual wheel vertical force is listed in Table 5.1 which represent the vehicle
at zero forward velocity and zero steering angle. The left and right tyre vertical forces are equal,
denoting longitudinal symmetry. When a nonzero steering angle is introduced, the tyre vertical
force distribution will change due to the steering geometry.
Table 5.1: Individual wheel load during stand still and zero steering angle.
Wheel corner
front left
front right
rear left
rear right

Tyre vertical force [N]
1438
1438
2037
2037

The steering geometry is responsible for a wheel load redistribution upon steering when standing still, which can be seen at the left side of Figure 5.3. When the steering wheel is turned to full
lock, the diagonal tyre vertical forces are almost equal, one wheel bears most of the load and one
wheel bears the least load.
The steering geometry can be seen in Figure 5.2 which shows the front wheel side and rear
view. The steering geometry parameters are steering ratio, the kingpin inclination angle and the
scrub radius as well as the caster angle and the mechanical trail. The steering ratio is the inverse
of the slope of the linear fit through the average steering angles [51]. The other parameters can be
calculated from the coordinates of the wheel centre, the suspension strut chassis mounting and the
lower arm ball joint [38]. The results are listed in Table 5.2. The combination of these parameters
causes wheel plane reorientation and suspension jacking resulting in wheel load transfer.
The steering geometry is presented by plotting the front wheel angle, as a function of steering
wheel angle which can be seen in Figure 5.3. In this figure, the left wheel is represented by the
blue curve, the right road wheel is represented by the red curve and the dotted black curve is the
average wheel angle. A simulation is performed at zero forward velocity and a single sinusoidal
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Table 5.2: Steering geometry parameters calculated from the suspension joint coordinates.

steering ratio [-]
kingpin inclination angle [deg]
scrub radius [mm]
caster angle [deg]
mechanical trail [mm]

θc

tm

Parameter
isteer
θk
rs
θc
tm

Value
13.57
16
41
7.7
34

θk

rs

Figure 5.2: Side view of front wheel
showing caster angle θc and mechanical
trail tm (left). Rear view of front wheel
showing kingpin inclination angle θk and
scrub radius rs (right). In both views, the
dashed line is the steering axis.

steering angle is applied. The tyre slip forces are switched off in the tyre model to mimic turn
plates, the only tyre force is the vertical force normal to the road surface. To calculate the yaw
angle of the wheel, the wheel yaw velocity from the tyre model is integrated. In the figure, a
positive steering wheel angle means left-hand steering. As can be observed for large steering wheel
angles, a relative steering angle or Ackerman angle start to appear [38]. This angle difference is as
expected because the inside left wheel should achieve a larger steering angle because of the smaller
turning radius compared to the right outside wheel. The relative steering angle can be quantified
by the Ackerman percentage.
To calculate the Ackerman percentage rack , the following equation can be fitted to the steering
wheel angle and the road wheel angle
(


γi > 0, i = left
δsw
δi = arcsin
cos(γi ) + sin(γi ) − γi ,
ist
γi < 0, i = right
(5.1)


tra
γi = arctan rack
,
2l
where δi is the left or right wheel steer angle [52] as a function of the steering wheel angle δsw .
The steering ratio ist is increased from 13.57 to 14.51 to enable the fitting of γi . The steering ratio
determines the slope around zero steering wheel angle. The angle γi is the steering arm angle
and is calculated by using the track width tra of the rear axle and the wheelbase l, which means
that the steering arm points to the middle of the rear axle in the case of 100% Ackerman [39].
The steering arm is the distance between the toe link outer ball joint and steering axis, in the
horizontal plane of the toe link. The wheelbase equals 1.686 m and the track width equals 1.094
m. As a result of the fitting, rack is 42%, which indicates that the Twizy steering geometry is
probably more parallel steered. Without changing the steering ratio, the curve does not fit very
well, which indicates that the result might not be accurate. Since the Twizy seems to have enough
space in the wheel well to gain toe-out, a larger value for the Ackerman percentage is expected
because this would be advantageous for tyre performance.
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Figure 5.3: Wheel vertical force as a function of a lock-to-lock steering input (left). Steering geometry
of left and right wheel with road wheel angle as function of steering wheel angle (right).

5.3

Vehicle handling

The real Twizy has a limited variety of sensor signals, but the simulation model can produce
additional signals like vehicle body angles and tyre slip angles and forces. Steady-state cornering
is simulated to evaluate those signals. Further, the periodic steer test can be repeated for higher
frequencies and also for different forward velocities. Finally, the simulation model is valuable to
determine the handling limits of the vehicle. The limits of the vehicle are for example rollover or
full sliding of the tyres.

5.3.1

Steady-state cornering

The steady-state cornering test considered is the constant speed test while increasing the steering
angle linearly with respect to time. The initial velocity is set to 80 km/h and the steering angle is
increased from zero till 65 deg in 100 seconds. The result can be seen in Figure 5.4 which shows
the steering angle δs , the roll angle θ, the vehicle side slip angle β, the difference between rear and
front tyre side slip angles α2 − α1 , the lateral tyre forces Fy of the front and rear tyres, and the
vertical tyre forces Fz .
As can be seen in the top left of Figure 5.4, around a steering angle of 65 degrees, the lateral
acceleration ay stops increasing because the front tyres reach saturation and cannot develop more
lateral forces. Apparently, the limit of the lateral acceleration is about 7.2 m/s2 . The roll gradient,
which is 2.9 deg/g is quite low compared to the average sports car at 4.78 deg/g [32]. Observing
this roll gradient, the roll stiffness of the actual vehicle might be lower due to compliance, which
is not modelled.
The vehicle side slip angle becomes more negative while it starts at zero instead of a positive
angle and there is no sign change. The handling diagram shows the axle slip difference between
rear and front against the normalized lateral acceleration. As can be seen, the axle slip angle
difference becomes larger for increased lateral acceleration, which also confirms the understeer
behaviour of the vehicle. Next, the lateral tyre force is shown in the bottom plots. Here, the
lateral force of the left tyre is in blue, the right tyres in red and the combined tyre forces in yellow.
As can be observed, the curves of the front axle lateral forces intersect each-other because of the
slight toe-out of the front axle. While the front axle has slight toe-out, the rear axle has toe-in
when simulating with a vehicle mass of 708 kg. By lowering the vehicle mass, the toe setting
changes to toe-in and toe-out for the front and rear axle respectively, and the lateral force plot
changes accordingly.
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Figure 5.4: Steady-state left hand cornering at constant forward speed of 80 km/h and increasing
steering angle over time. As a function of lateral acceleration ay , the steering angle δs , the roll angle
θ, the vehicle side slip angle β, the handling diagram, the lateral force Fy of the front axle, and the
lateral force of the rear axle, the vertical force Fz of the front axle, and the vertical force of the rear
axle.

To enable the vehicle to roll over, the lateral coefficient of friction is increased to a value of 2
and the same simulation is performed as before. In the simulation, the vehicle starts to roll over
when the steering angle is about 57 degrees and the lateral acceleration is about 9.0 m/s2 . The
value of the lateral acceleration is obtained when the first wheel loses contact with the road, the
front left wheel, has zero vertical tyre force. From these results, the safety factor against roll can
be determined which is given by
AR
SR =
(5.2)
AM
where AR is the lateral acceleration when rollover occurs and AM is the lateral acceleration, which
is achievable due to tyre grip limitations [53]. The lateral acceleration at rollover is more than
expected because the calculated safety factor is 1.25, which is more than the actual Static Stability
Factor 1.16 as calculated by the proving ground engineer. A solution might be to increase the
height of the COG from 0.51 to 0.56 m, and SR becomes 1.16.
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5.3.2

Sinusoidal steering
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yaw rate response to steering angle
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magnitude [m/s 2 /rad.]

To construct transfer functions at frequencies outside the measured range, the model is simulated
by applying a sinusoidal steering angle input. This test is performed by simulating 5 periods of 50
different frequencies between 0.1 and 10 Hz with a varying amplitude of the steering angle. The
simulation is repeated for three different constant forward velocities, 30, 50 and 80 km/h with
steering wheel amplitudes of 65, 35 and 25 degrees respectively to keep the lateral acceleration
below 4 m/s2 . The Fourier transform is calculated to determine magnitude and phase, resulting in
Figure 5.5. The figure shows responses from yaw rate, roll rate, lateral acceleration, and roll angle
to steering angle. Overall, the magnitude of the responses is influenced by the forward velocity
mostly for frequencies below 2 Hz. Regarding the phase, the biggest differences can be observed
around the frequency of 1 Hz. At this frequency, the increased forward velocity causes more phase
delay in the response.
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Figure 5.5: Simulation of sinusoidal steering inputs at different forward velocities, 30 km/h (blue),
50 km/h (red) and 80 km/h (yellow). The steering wheel angle amplitudes are 65, 35 and 25 degrees
respectively.
Specifically, the magnitude of the yaw rate response shows the frequency dependency of the
peak. As can be seen, the peak moves to the lower frequencies for increased forward speed, which
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is expected from the theory of the bicycle model [54]. Moving to the lateral acceleration response,
the magnitude shows a dip around 5 Hz which is known from theory. Next, the magnitude of the
roll rate response and roll angle response show a dip as well, but they occur before 3 Hz although
they are related to the lateral acceleration.

5.4

Limit handling

Apart from vehicle rollover, another stability challenge is an oversteering situation which can occur
during a collision avoidance situation [55]. This oversteering situation can be provoked by using
a sine-with-dwell steering input. The sine-with-dwell is a single sine wave input with a frequency
of 0.7 Hz and a delay of 0.5 s after 3/4 of the period. The sine-with-dwell input is used to test
electronic stability control functionality of vehicles.
In the simulation, the vehicle is able to coast down to 80 km/h and the steering input is
applied. The simulation is repeated for two different amplitudes, 45 and 60 degrees. For the
steering amplitude of 45 degrees, the vehicle is able to complete the manoeuvre without spinning
out, but for the steering amplitude of 60 degrees, the vehicle spins out.
The result of the simulations can be seen in Figure 5.6, which shows the steering angle, the
forward speed, the yaw rate, the lateral acceleration and the yaw angle, the position and the
vertical tyre force Fz . The first case, the blue line, the vehicle restores after applying the steering
input. The vehicle is rolling out, and the yaw rate and lateral acceleration restore to zero. The
yaw angle is constant and the vehicle moves in a straight line after the steering input is completed.
This is also clear from the vertical tyre forces.
However, increasing the steering amplitude to 60 degrees while keeping the same initial velocity,
the vehicle reaction is different as is shown by the red lines. The vehicle spins out at time is 2 s,
when the steering amplitude is 60 degrees. The vehicle slows down quickly because it is moving
sideways as can be judged from the forward velocity and yaw angle. This is also clear from the
vertical tyre force, the left side of the vehicle shows a constant high vertical force while the right
side of the vehicle is constantly low until the vehicle velocity is almost zero. The yaw angle and
yaw rate show that the vehicle does not keep turning the same direction, which is quite interesting.
This is probably due to the COG is nearer to the rear axle as to the front. If the location of the
COG is moved 20 cm to the middle of the vehicle, the vehicle is able to complete the manoeuvre
without spinning out. If the COG is moved 20 cm to the rear, the vehicle turns 200 degrees and
slides sideways at a constant angle.
The vehicle becomes more stable when translating the COG in the direction of the front axle,
as expected. In the case of vehicle automation, it is important to avoid the steering inputs shown
above. Therefore, the steering velocity should be limited, and abrupt changes in the steering angle
should be avoided as well.
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Figure 5.6: Simulation of sine-with-dwell steering input showing steering angle, forward velocity, yaw
rate, lateral acceleration, yaw angle, position and vertical tyre force Fz . The blue lines denote the
simulation of the 45 degree steering amplitude and the red lines are the 60 degree steering amplitude

Chapter 6

Conclusions and recommendations
6.1

Conclusions

In this final chapter, the conclusions of the thesis are given as well as recommendations for future research. The topic of this thesis is the development, parametrisation and evaluation of a
multibody model of the Renault Twizy. In this multibody model, the vehicle body is assumed
to be rigid. The bodies of the suspension are connected to the vehicle body by kinematic joints
without friction. The tyre-road contact is modelled by the Magic Formula evaluation of the TASS
Delft-Tyre model. The inputs to the model are the steering wheel angle, accelerator pedal position,
gear mode selector and hydraulic brake pressure.
The vehicle is modelled in Simscape Multibody, a physical modelling toolbox of MATLAB
Simulink. By using Simscape Multibody, the vehicle model can easily be combined with control
models intended for automated driving. The modular modelling approach reduces the chance of
making modelling faults. The model consists of subsystems for suspension, wheels, drive shaft,
steering system, stabilizer bar and chassis. These subsystems each contain many parameters to
be identified. The parameters for these subsystems are obtained by measurements on component
level or derived from full-scale vehicle driving tests. Measurements at component level include tyre
testing on flatplank and dynamometer, driveline and braking system evaluation on the dynamometer, investigating suspension stiffness and damping using the damper test rig or a separate setup
for the stabilizer bar stiffness. At the vehicle level, the COG is determined using wheel scales, and
the coordinates of the hard-points of the suspension are measured using a tactile measurement
probe.
To evaluate the model, vehicle driving tests are performed. The major driving tests regarding
the lateral dynamics are the constant radius steady-state cornering, the periodic steer input and
the step steer input. These tests are simulated to tune the yaw moments of inertia, the tyre
cornering stiffness and the tyre relaxation length. Further, coast down, accelerating and braking
tests are performed to assess the longitudinal dynamics.
The vehicle model can be used in the research on automated vehicles, which are for example
cooperative driving, path planning or sensor fault detection. For the benefit of cooperative driving
and path planning, multiple different Twizy’s should be simulated concurrently. The vehicle model
can also be used to investigate the effect of sensor or actuator defects on the performance of the
automated vehicle.
The results of the parameter identification have various levels of satisfaction. The flat plank is
a reliable test rig and gives results that often agree with the tyre measurements on the tyre tower.
The tyre tower test facility is more complex and the setup is not fully functioning, the vertical
actuation of the tyre is not working. Due to tyre mounting errors and wrong sensor calibration,
the tyre tower measurement had to be repeated. Due to limited side slip angle application, the
fitting of the Magic Formula was not straight forward. The measurement results from the shock
absorber test rig are less trustworthy because the test rig had some defects and the control software
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is not easy to understand. This setup was also used to measure the spring stiffness, but it is not
designed for this purpose. The measurement results of the stabilizer bar are more reliable because
the setup was custom designed and not complex.
The full-scale static measurements consist of the coordinate measurement and the COG measurement. The coordinate measurement is reliable because it was executed by a professional engineer although the data processing required some corrections. The COG measurement has partly
reliable results. The determination of the longitudinal and lateral components of the COG are
straight forward using scales only and some simple calculation, but the vertical component of the
COG requires more complex calculations and the measurement was also not satisfactory, thus the
results are less valid.
The full-scale dynamic measurements include the driving tests performed on the proving
ground. These tests were performed by a certified test driver. Looking back, the planning of
the tests should require more attention as well as the on-site measurement data checking. This
is particularly true for the coast down test, which is less useful since the low speed range is not
included, and the rolling resistance could not be determined accurately. The accelerating and
braking in a straight line measurements are quite good and the results are corresponding. For the
steady-state cornering constant radius test, the beforehand advised speed ramp should be used
instead of the less useful discrete speed range. Therefore, these results are not satisfactory. On
the other hand, the ramp steer test gives good results. The periodic steering test was not efficient
because the steering motion was executed by hand without being able to follow the guidance of an
audio sine wave signal. Nevertheless, the measurement data show a satisfactory frequency range
to calculate the transfer functions. The step steer test provided a large data set and useful data
to simulate the model. Finally, the braking in a turn is also quite good because it uses various
braking severity’s, which indicate the weakness of the model, the poor representation of the tyre
combined slip properties.
Although several measurement results give less reliable results, the overall performance of the
multibody model is satisfactory compared to the full-scale vehicle driving tests. Yet, several areas
of the model could serve some improvements as is explained in the following recommendation
section.

6.2

Recommendations

To improve the model, the following recommendations are given:
• The motor mapping resulting from the dynamometer experiment seems not to represent the
regenerative behaviour of the vehicle during the driving tests well. This might be due to
some unknown effects which should be investigated.
• The coast down test has limited velocity data. The coast down test should be repeated for
the complete velocity range to achieve more reliable results for the rolling resistance.
• The constant radius test could not be simulated properly because the model lacks a steering
controller. To improve the results, include a driver model to simulate the steady-state
constant radius test.
• Currently, the toe- and camber settings of the wheels are fixed, and both have a value of
zero degrees. To include a more accurate wheel orientation, a frame rotation of the revolute
joint, which enables the wheel rotation, could be implemented.
• Model the stabilizer bar as a body including joints to the chassis as well as to the lower
control arms. The current approach might be limited because it assumes that the lower
control arms are almost horizontal with respect to the chassis and the wheels should have
contact with the ground.
• Currently, initial dynamics are present when starting the simulation while the vehicle accelerates. To reduce the initial transients, investigate the effect of the operating point solution.
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• To determine the COG of the vehicle more accurately, measure the lateral tip over point of
the vehicle.
• To check the damper characteristic, repeat the damper measurements because the rear
damper compression force is larger than the extension force, which is unexpected.
• Measure the spring stiffness separately from the shock absorber. This is useful to include a
linear spring to the model to reduce model complexity and for validation of the other results.
• Improve the low speed cruise control performance and let the cruise control act on the
accelerator pedal instead of directly providing torque to the wheels.
• Currently, the vertical dynamics of the model are not validated by driving tests. To judge
the vertical dynamics, a bump test could be executed. The bump should be defined in the
road data file. In addition, unsprung acceleration sensors and suspension travel sensors could
be installed to the vehicle. Notice that the tyre enveloping properties are not modelled, such
that plank obstacles could not be used.
• To improve the steady-state cornering results, perform the constant radius by ramping the
forward speed instead of discrete velocities.
• The roll response of the vehicle model shows more phase lead compared to the driving
tests measurements. The roll performance of the vehicle may be improved by adding friction
elements to the suspension. In addition, a constant velocity steady-state cornering simulation
shows that the roll gradient of the model is quite low for a regular vehicle. Probably, the roll
stiffness of the model is actually less because of compliance effects which is not modelled.
• To simulate the model in real time, the model should be reduced and the Delft-Tyre model
has to be replaced by a different tyre model due to licence issues.
• The planning, preparation and execution of the full-scale tests require much attention, because the measurements results are important for the model validation. Thoroughly check
the measurement results on-site and follow instructions from experts, because this determines the usefulness of the measurement results. In this thesis, this was the case for the coast
down test and the steady-state cornering test.
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Appendix A

Coordinate measurement
The 3D geometry of the multibody model is determined by a coordinate measurement. The 3D
geometry of the model consists of the coordinates of the joints of the vehicle suspension. Before
executing the measurement, the wheels of the vehicle are aligned, which consisted of adjusting the
length of the toe links at Profile Car & Tyreservice Eindhoven [56].
During the coordinate measurement, the vehicle is placed on a ramp and above a lift for
improved access although it was not necessary to raise the vehicle. Further, the tyre pressure is
set according to specifications, the front tyres at 2.3 bar and the rear tyres at 2.0 bar. In addition,
unnecessary bodywork is removed for improved access. Moreover, wheel loads are measured by
using portable scales showing that the total vehicle weight is 450 kg. Since most of the bodywork
is removed, the suspension geometry is not in the vehicle kerb weight situation, which will have
an influence on the simulation initialization.

A.1

Setup

The measurement of the coordinates is performed by Ingenieursbureau Coenradie using a precise
measurement tool, the FARO arm. The FARO arm is a tactile measurement probe which can be
seen in Figure A.1. The tool determines the location of the probe by the orientation of the arms
with respect to the base. The accuracy of the measurement is 0.04 mm which depends on the
calibration of the probe.

A.2

Alignment

After the calibration of the FARO arm, the initial measurements determine a reference point for
the following measurements, which is called the coordinate alignment. The coordinate alignment
follows the plane-point-line method. The alignment determines the coordinate origin, which is in
this case attached to the vehicle frame. To set up the coordinate origin, the driver’s seat mounting
points are used for a plane-point-line measurement sequence which can be seen in Figure A.3.
Here, the two lines determine the xy-plane at height z = 0. Next, the two circles constrain the x
and y location of the origin or the position of the z-axis. Finally, the line through the two circles
constrains the angle of the x-axis with respect to the z-axis.
As can be seen in Figure A.2, three different measurement locations are used for the probe
stand. Locations 2 and 3 are required to reach all measurement points at the front or rear axle
respectively. Probe stand location 1 connects both locations 2 and 3 by measuring overlapping
coordinates such that a common origin can be defined. The overlap of the measurement points
is shown in Figure A.4. Here, the probe measures targets 1 to 4 from both location 1 and 2. In
addition, the targets 5 to 8 can be reached from location 1 and 3. These reference targets are
located as far apart from each other as possible to decrease errors between respective front and
rear coordinates.
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Figure A.1: The FARO arm, the probe is the small white sphere at the top of the cone which is
pointing upward.
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Figure A.2: Measurement locations of probe. Location 1 for determining the coordinate origin and
measure reference points accessible from locations either 2 or 3. From location 2 all coordinates of the
front suspension are measured. From location 3 all coordinates of the rear suspension are measured
[57][58].

Figure A.3: Setting up the coordinate origin using the plane-point-line method. The plane is determined by the lines denoted by ’vlak datum A’, the points are ’circle 1’ and ’circle 2’. The line connects
those points.
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Figure A.4: Reference coordinates for front and rear measurement locations 2 and 3 respectively.
These are denoted by ’tgt #’ and are measured from location 1. Here, # can be a number from 1 to
8.
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A.3

Measurement

The FARO arm is an accurate measurement tool, but the measurement data requires processing
to identify the joint locations. The processing consists of fitting geometric shapes through the
measurement points. The geometric shapes are for example: circles, cylinders or lines. Then, the
intersection of the geometric shapes determine the joint locations. Figure A.5 shows three joint
locations indicated by the red circles. The upper right encircles the strut top mount, the middle
left circle is the outer toe link ball joint and at the lower right is the inner toe link ball joint. For
example, to reach the inner toe link ball joint, the bellow can be removed to give access to the
ball joint housing. However, the ball joint cannot be reached by the probe. Therefore, the joint
coordinate is determined by the intersection of the lines of the toe link and through the steering
rack.

A.4

Processing data

The measurement data is processed by deriving the joint coordinates from the measurements.
The joint coordinates are determined by the intersection of lines through the measurement points.
Further, the coordinate origin is transformed from the vehicle frame to the world frame by using
the plane-point-line method. The plane-point-line method first fixes the angles of the x- and y-axes
and the z-coordinate by measuring a plane. Next, the x- and y-coordinates are fixed by the point
measurement and finally the angle of the z-axis is determined. Here, the world frame is located
at the xy-plane at height z = 0, determined by points around the contact patches of the wheels.
The x and y positions of the origin are determined by the midpoint of the line connecting the left
and right front wheel centres, which is projected on the groundplane. The yaw angle of the origin
is determined by the line through the front and rear axle midpoints.
The original measurement file can be accessed by the PolyWorks Reviewer program. In this
program, the measurement points can be viewed in 3D. This is a way to check the assumptions
made during data processing. The results of the coordinate measurement and processing can be
seen in Table A.1 and Table A.2, the joints are represented schematically in Figure A.6.
Table A.1: Coordinates of the joints at the front left suspension as implemented in the model with
respect to the origin located in the middle of the front axle at ground level.
Joint
chassis to strut
steering rack to toe link
chassis to wishbone
upright to strut
upright to toe link
upright to wishbone
upright to wheel centre
stabilizer bar to wishbone

Type
spherical
spherical
revolute
frame rotation
spherical
spherical
revolute
spherical

[x y
[-0.05004
[ 0.10116
[ 0.01281
[-0.01231
[ 0.07152
[ 0.01377
[ 0.00000
[ 0.05002

z] Coordinates [m]
0.32189 0.62271]
0.14263 0.30509]
0.17335 0.18563]
0.40334 0.34232]
0.45135 0.28840]
0.46078 0.15171]
0.54599 0.25100]
0.38328 0.16327]
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Figure A.5: Measurement being conducted by the FARO arm operator at the front side of the Twizy
showing the strut top mount (upper right), the outer toe link ball joint at the wheel carrier (middle
left) and the inner toe link ball joint at the steering rack (lower right).

Table A.2: Coordinates of the rear left suspension as implemented in the model with respect to the
origin located in the middle of the front axle at ground level.
Joint
chassis to strut
chassis to toe link
chassis to wishbone
upright to strut
upright to toe link
upright to wishbone
upright to wheel centre
stabilizer bar to wishbone
inner driveshaft

68

Type
spherical
spherical
revolute
frame rotation
spherical
spherical
revolute
spherical
constant velocity joint

[x y
[-1.65301
[-1.84917
[-1.69772
[-1.67898
[-1.81755
[-1.69893
[-1.68841
[-1.73511
[-1.69874

z] Coordinates [m]
0.32087 0.65284]
0.13118 0.28950]
0.17192 0.19881]
0.40723 0.37001]
0.44776 0.26172]
0.46276 0.16429]
0.54086 0.27418]
0.38739 0.17420]
0.15790 0.28320]
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Figure A.6: Layout of the bodies and joints in the model. Front and rear axle are equal apart from
the driveline. The driveline section is only applicable for the rear axle.
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Stabilizer bar stiffness
measurement
The stabilizer bar stiffness is determined using a custom test rig, weights and distance measurement
tools. The setup for determining the stabilizer bar stiffness can be seen in Figure B.1. The
stabilizer bar is mounted by three points on a piece of iron. The free end of the stabilizer bar is
loaded by weights stacked on a holder. The iron bar, in turn, is clamped in a vice in such a way
to eliminate a moment caused by the load of the added weights.
The distance measurement devices are mounted on an Aluminum extrusion profile. The profile
is clamped to axle stands to provide a stable structure. The distance measurement devices are
laser distance sensors with a measurement range of 16 to 120 mm. These sensors measure the
deflection of both ends of the stabilizer bar. Both ends are measured because the fixed end will
also displace despite it is clamped to the piece of iron.
The measurement data consist of the sensor voltage in combination with the mass of the
weight. The sensor voltages are converted to distances and the mass is multiplied with the gravity
constant to obtain the vertical force. Then, the difference between the distances is calculated and
the deflection is plotted against the force to determine the stiffness, which is the slope of the linear
fit.
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Figure B.1: Setup of stabilizer bar stiffness measurement. Side-view (top) and top-view (bottom).
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Wheel inertia calculations
The wheel consists of tyre and rim, which both have inertia properties. The inertia properties of
the wheel are calculated by estimating the wheel as a composition of four different parts. These
can be seen in Figure C.1. The tyre is build up of a belt and two sidewalls and the rim is build
up of a ring and a disk representing the tyre connection section and the centre section mounted
to the hub respectively. Here, tb is the thickness of the belt and tw is the thickness of the wall.
The thicknesses td and tr are those for the disk and the ring respectively. The widths wr and wt
denote the rim width and the tyre width respectively. The radii rr and rf denote the rim radius
and the free tyre radius respectively. The rim radius is given in inch and can be converted to m.
The free tyre radius can be calculated by
rf = rr + ARwb .

(C.1)

Here, the aspect ratio AR is multiplied with the tyre width wb and added to the rim radius rr .
The mass of the tyre mtyre can be divided by assigning 75 % to the belt mbelt and 25 % to the
side walls mwall [54]. The mass of the four wheel parts can be expressed by

mtyre = mbelt + mwall ,
mrim = mdisk + mring ,
mdisk = wr ρalu π(rr2 − (rr − tr )2 ),

(C.2)

mring = td ρalu πrr2 .
Here, the density ρalu of Aluminum is used to calculate the mass of the rim [59]. The thickness
tr and td are changed such that the total mass of the rim is as specified. Next, the moment of
inertia around the rolling axis of the wheel Iyy,wheel can be calculated by

1
mbelt (rf2 + (rr − tb )2 ),
2
1
= mwall (rr2 + rf2 ),
2
1
= mring (rr2 + (rr − tr )2 ),
2
1
= mdisc (rr2 ).
2

Iyy,belt =
Iyy,wall
Iyy,ring
Iyy,disc

(C.3)

The moment of inertia around the steering axis of the wheel Izz,wheel , similar to Ixx,wheel , is
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Figure C.1: Cross section of the wheel with tyre belt (red), tyre side wall (yellow), rim tyre face
(green) and rim centre section (blue).
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1
1
mbelt (rf2 + (rf − tb )2 ) + mbelt wb2 ,
4
12
1
1
= mwall (rr2 + rf2 ) + mwall t2w + mwall (wb /2)2 ,
4
12
1
1
= mring (rr2 + (rr − tr )2 ) + mring wr2 ,
4
12
1
1
= Mdisc (rr2 ) + Mdisc t2d + Mdisc (wr /2)2 .
4
12

Izz,belt =
Izz,wall
Izz,ring
Izz,disc

(C.4)

The moment of inertia of the brake disc is also considered and its moment of inertia is calculated
using a STEP file of this part. The total moment of inertia is therefore
Iyy,wheel = Iyy,belt + Iyy,wall + Iyy,ring + Iyy,disc + Iyy,brake ,
Izz,wheel = Izz,belt + Izz,wall + Izz,ring + Izz,disc + Izz,brake .

(C.5)

To calculate the inertia properties, the mass of rim and tyre are taken from the parts list. The
rim radius, tyre width and aspect ratio can be read off from the markings on the tyre sidewall.
Table C.1: Parameters and results to calculate the moments of inertia for rim and tyre.
Component
rim radius
free tyre radius
aspect ratio
tyre width
tyre mass
tyre belt mass
tyre wall mass
rim mass
rim disk mass
rim ring mass
rim width
rim density
ring thickness
disk thickness
wall thickness
belt thickness
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
moment of inertia
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around
around
around
around
around
around
around
around
around
around
around
around

y-axis due to tyre belt
y-axis due to tyre wall
y-axis due to rim ring
y-axis due to rim disk
y-axis due to brake disk
y-axis due to wheel
z-axis due to tyre belt
z-axis due to tyre wall
z-axis due to rim ring
z-axis due to rim disk
z-axis due to brake disk
z-axis due to wheel

Units
[inch]
[m]
[-]
[m]
[kg]
[kg]
[kg]
[kg]
[kg]
[kg]
[m]
[kg/m3 ]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[m]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]
[kgm2 ]

Symbol
rr
rf
AR
wb
mtyre
mbelt
mwall
mrim
mdisk
mring
ww
ρalu
tr
td
tw
tb
Iyy,belt
Iyy,wall
Iyy,ring
Iyy,disk
Iyy,brake
Iyy,wheel
Izz,belt
Izz,wall
Izz,ring
Izz,disk
Izz,brake
Izz,wheel

Value (front/rear)
13
0.2651/0.2811
0.80
0.125/0.145
3.9/5.2
2.925/3.9
0.9750/1.3
4.7
2.5452
2.1466
0.13
2702
0.006
0.011
0.005
0.015
0.1943/0.2922
0.0475/0.0691
0.0564/0.0564
0.0347/0.0347
0.0150/0.0141
0.3479/0.4665
0.1009/0.1529
0.0276/0.0414
0.0312/0.0312
0.0281/0.0281
0.1970/0.2623
0.0091/0.0087
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Tyre parameters
The measurement results of the flat plank and tyre tower are presented in this section following
the structure of the tyre property file. Some sections of the tyre property file are not discussed
because default parameters are used or set to zero. For example, the overturning properties of the
tyre are all set to zero. In addition, the rolling resistance is not covered because it is introduced
in the section about the coast down testing of the vehicle.
Vertical
The nominal vertical force Fznom is derived from the weight distribution between front and rear
axle. The front nominal vertical force is 1275 N and the rear nominal vertical force is 1834 N.
This situation is the loaded vehicle with one driver. During longitudinal or lateral accelerations,
the weight of the vehicle will be redistributed over the four wheels. Therefore, tyre measurements
were performed for different vertical forces as well, taking into account increasing or decreasing
wheel loads. The vertical stiffness is determined on the flat plank by measuring the vertical load
and the tyre vertical deflection, which are related by
CF z =

dFz
,
dρ

(D.1)

where vertical stiffness CFz is determined by the change in vertical load dFz and the change in
vertical tyre deflection dρ. In addition to the vertical stiffness of the tyre, the vertical damping of
the tyre is not measured and set to the default value. This is also the case for the parameters for
the effective rolling radius.
Structural
The carcass stiffness of the tyre is determined implicitly. These carcass properties are the longitudinal stiffness, lateral stiffness and the relaxation length in both longitudinal and lateral direction.
The longitudinal stiffness of the tyre is set to twice the vertical stiffness [54]. The lateral stiffness
is calculated from the lateral force measurements on the flat plank. The lateral stiffness can be
calculated by
CF α
.
(D.2)
cy =
σy
Here, the lateral stiffness cy is the ratio of the cornering stiffness CF α and the relaxation length
σy .
Longitudinal
The parameters for the longitudinal dynamics of the tyre were not measured because of the
limitations in the tyre measurement setup. These parameters are the longitudinal friction and
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the longitudinal slip stiffness. The dimensionless longitudinal slip stiffness is typically between 14
and 18 [54]. The normalized longitudinal slip stiffness is set to 14 because the longitudinal slip
stiffness will increase the stiffness of the model for low forward velocities of the vehicle and thus
the computation time will be influenced negatively. The longitudinal friction is initially set to one
which determines the peak longitudinal slip force. The longitudinal force asymptotic behaviour is
captured by the shape factor which is set to 1.6 according to recommendations [54]. Extending
the pure slip conditions to the combined slip situation, the combined slip parameters are taken
from the TNO tyre model, which represents a 205 60 R15 tyre. This is possible because combined
slip weighting function parameters are similar for different tyres [54].
104
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rear flatplank
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vertical force F z [N]

Figure D.1: Cornering stiffness and its load dependency derived from flat plank and dynamometer
measurements using different sets of tyres. The red marks are for one set of rear tyres, the blue marks
are from two sets of front tyres. The blue rhombi and blue crosses are data of one front tyre and the
blue circles represent a fresh front tyre.

Lateral
The flat plank measurements result in the stiffness parameters for lateral slip and camber. The
curves that are fitted to the measurement data can be described by



Fz
Cf α (Fz ) = pKy1 Fznom sin 2 arctan
,
pKy2 Fznom



Fz − Fznom
Cf γ (Fz ) = Fz pKy6 + pKy7
.
Fznom

(D.3)

Here, the cornering stiffness CF α has a maximum of pKy1 normalized by the nominal load Fznom .
This maximum is at a normalized load of pKy2 and a function of the vertical force Fz . Next, the
camber stiffness CF γ has stiffness factor pKy6 and load dependency pKy7 . These curves can be
seen in Figure D.1 and D.2 for the cornering stiffness and camber stiffness respectively. Several
measurement sets are combined to describe the tyre properties. In addition to measurements
performed with the flat plank, two measurements are included from the dynamometer. For the
rear tyre, the curve fits through all the data points while for the front tyre this is not the case. The
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first measurement with the front tyre on the drum has unreliable results, therefore these results
are excluded. These results are unrealistic because the cornering stiffness of the front tyre would
be above that of the rear tyre, which is not expected because the front tyre width is less than
the rear tyre width and the inflation pressure is higher for the front tyre comparing to the rear
tyre. The same measurement with the front tyre on the drum resulted in the replacement by a
new tyre. Therefore, the second measurement data set from the dynamometer is expected to be
different from the flat plank measurement.
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Figure D.2: Camber stiffness and its load dependency derived from flat plank measurements.
Using the tyre tower measurement data, the lateral friction coefficient is calculated from the
maximum of the ratio of the lateral force and the vertical force


|Fy |
µy = max
.
(D.4)
Fz
The lateral friction coefficient can be used to estimate the longitudinal friction coefficient [60]. It
can be assumed that the difference between the longitudinal friction coefficient and lateral friction
coefficient vanished at zero normal load, as can be seen in Figure D.3. When plotting the friction
coefficient as a function of vertical force, the intersection on the vertical axis can be determined.
Empirically, the slope of the longitudinal friction coefficient is less with a factor three compared to
the slope of the lateral friction coefficient. A significant difference in friction coefficients between
the front and rear tyre can be explained by the bigger size of the rear tyre and the increased
vertical load. Here, the mean contact pressure is important which is the load per surface area of
the contact patch [53].
Self-aligning torque
The brush model shows that during wheel slip the contact patch is deformed, and thus the actuation point of the horizontal forces is shifted [36]. This leads to a moment arm creating a restoring
torque, which is called the self-aligning torque, because it tends to decrease the side slip angle.
For the lateral force, the moment arm is the pneumatic trail. In addition to the pneumatic trail,
the residual moment related to tyre construction or camber creates additional self-aligning torque
[54]. The self-aligning moment can be expressed as
Mz = −tFy + Mzr .
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Figure D.3: Estimate longitudinal friction coefficients (dashed line) for front (blue) and rear (red)
tyre by using the lateral friction coefficients (solid line and circles) and their load dependence.

Here, the self-aligning torque Mz is a function of the product of pneumatic trail t and lateral force
Fy in addition to the residual moment Mzr .
From the flat plank measurements, the self-aligning stiffness and pneumatic trail can be determined. The procedure is similar to that of the cornering stiffness and the relaxation length [61].
For each vertical load, six measurements are performed, three for a side slip angle of 0 deg and
three for a side slip angle of 1 deg. The three measurements are performed at three different starting positions of the tyre contact patch to account for tyre non-uniformity. The 0 deg measurement
is subtracted from the 1 deg measurement to correct for tyre construction non-symmetry. Next,
the resulting self-aligning moment is again corrected by subtracting with the first measurement
point such that the fitting function can start at zero. The function which is fitted to the data is


Mz (x) = Mz,ss (1 − exp −dx/σMz ).
(D.6)
Here, the self-aligning moment Mz will converge to the steady state self-aligning moment Mz,ss
which is reached after a certain road length dx which is determined by the relaxation length
σMz . The relaxation length, as calculated from the self-aligning moment data, results in different
outcomes compared to those calculated from the lateral force. Therefore, σMz is neglected and
only the steady-state value of the self-aligning moment is used. Since the measurements were
performed at the side slip angle of 1 deg, the self-aligning stiffness is expressed in Nm/rad instead
of Nm/deg. After calculating the self-aligning stiffness, the pneumatic trail can be calculated.
The pneumatic trail, in the linear range of the tyre, can be expressed by
t=

CM α
.
CF α

(D.7)

Here, the pneumatic trail t is a ratio of the self-aligning stiffness CM α and the cornering stiffness
CF α , both determined on the flat plank. The formula to fit the pneumatic trail is


Fz
Fz − Fznom
(qDz1 + qDz2
),
(D.8)
t0 (Fz ) = rf
Fznom
Fznom
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where the peak pneumatic trail t0 depends on the free tyre radius rf and the nominal vertical force
Fznom and is a function of the vertical load Fz [54]. The parameters qDz1 and qDz2 determine the
peak trail and its variation with load respectively. The result can be seen in Figure D.4.
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Figure D.4: Self-aligning stiffness (top) and pneumatic trail (bottom), both as a function of vertical
load. Both are flat plank measurement results.
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Model symmetry check
The suspension subsystems are mirrored with respect to the longitudinal plane of the vehicle. The
coordinates are averaged left and right, and the left and right tyres are symmetric as well. To
evaluate the symmetry of the model, the following simulation tests are performed: vehicle drop
test and straight ahead driving.
Drop test
To evaluate the symmetry of the vehicle model dynamically, a simulation is performed in which
the vehicle is dropped from a certain height. The initial height of the coordinate origin is 1 m.
The roll angle as a result of the vehicle bouncing can be seen in Figure E.1 which shows a very
small roll angle on the order of 1e−3 deg during the bouncing of the vehicle.
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Figure E.1: Roll angle of vehicle during drop test from a height of 1 m.

Straight ahead driving
A longitudinal symmetric vehicle should drive in a straight line for zero steering angle. The
symmetry is evaluated by accelerating the vehicle from 0 to 80 km/h. The vehicle is accelerated
by a constant 100 % accelerator pedal position. Subsequently, the vehicle applies the brakes at
a speed of 80 km/h with a constant brake pressure of 30 bar. These acceleration and braking
80
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forward velocity [m/s]

lateral distance [m]

situations can be seen in the Figures E.2 and E.3, respectively. In both situations the vehicle
moves only about 0.3 mm in the lateral direction per 1000 m of travelled distance. Therefore, the
longitudinal symmetry of the vehicle when driving straight forward is good.
The vehicle body is expected to squat under traction and dive during braking. To study these
motions, the pitch angle and wishbone angle are measured during the accelerating period. In
Figure E.2, the pitch angle and wishbone angle can be seen. Here, positive angles mean diving
(pitch angle) or suspension compression (wishbone angle). These angles show a peak around a
simulation time of 5 seconds, when the acceleration is greatest and the pitch angle becomes more
negative, or the vehicle pitches backwards, as expected. Further, the rear wishbone angle becomes
more positive, while the front wishbone angle becomes more negative. This indicates that the
rear suspension compresses, while the front suspension extends. Both pitch angle and suspension
travel point out that the vehicle squats during traction.
In Figure E.3, the pitch angle and wishbone angle can be seen during a braking condition. The
vehicle is allowed to coast until the speed is 80 km/h and the brakes are applied at 1 second. The
pitch angle and wishbone angle show some oscillations as a result of the pitching of the vehicle
body. As can be seen, the pitch angle is more positive, while the vehicle is slowing down compared
to the standing still situation. The positive pitch angle means the vehicle dives. In addition,
the wishbone angles show that the front suspension compresses while the rear suspension extends
during braking because positive angles indicate compression. As the pitch angle, the suspension
also indicates that the vehicle is diving during braking, which is as expected.
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Figure E.2: Accelerating from 0 to 80 km/h at constant accelerator pedal position of 100%. In the
bottom right plot, the purple line is the front axle wishbone and the red curve is the rear axle wishbone.
Positive wishbone angles mean suspension compression.
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Figure E.3: Braking from 80 km/h till stand still with constant brake pressure of 30 bar. In the bottom
right plot, the red curve is the front axle wishbone and the purple curve is the rear axle wishbone.
Positive wishbone angles mean suspension compression.
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Step steer test results
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Figure F.1: Result of a 20 km/h step steer test showing from top to bottom, the forward velocity
vx , the steering angle δs , the lateral acceleration ay , the yaw rate ωz and the roll rate ωx respectively.
The measurement data is in black and the simulation output is in red.
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Figure F.2: Result of a 60 km/h step steer test showing from top to bottom, the forward velocity
vx , the steering angle δs , the lateral acceleration ay , the yaw rate ωz and the roll rate ωx respectively.
The measurement data is in black and the simulation output is in red.
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Figure F.3: Result of a 80 km/h step steer test showing from top to bottom, the forward velocity
vx , the steering angle δs , the lateral acceleration ay , the yaw rate ωz and the roll rate ωx respectively.
The measurement data is in black and the simulation output is in red.
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